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Selling Mediation

SELLING MEDIATION: MIMETIC, DISTANCING, AND APPELLATING
PRACTICES IN THE MARKETING OF AN EMERGING PROFESSION

Andrew Woolford and R.S. Ratner

Abstract

Individuals both within and outside the legal profession have been drawn
by the 'promise' of mediation. In it they see a means for facilitating communicative
exchanges between actors in conflict, which they view as a dramatic improvement
on the adversarial practices of the formal legal system. However, despite the
appeal of mediation to potential practitioners, there is not yet Sl{/jicient consumer
demand to sustain the number of people who possess mediation skills. This has
resulted in an overcrowded mediation market in which practitioners are forced to
market themselves so as to compete for a limited clientele. In this context, the
emerging mediation profession, with its still forming regulatory bodies, confronts
the challenge of managing the image of mediation in the face of the increased
marketing activities of mediators. In this paper we examine these marketing
activities (described as mimetic, distancing and appellating practices) and their
consequences for the public presentation of the mediation "profession."

r

Introduction
Mediators exist in an undefined professional space; that is, there is a lack of
clarity with respect to whether mediators constitute an autonomous profession,
whether they are a subset of a broader legal profession, or whether they are simply a
diverse group of practitioners of a specific skill set. Because of this uncertainty
surrounding the professional status of mediation, specific challenges arise with
respect to marketing mediation. These challenges are diagnostic of the uneven
development of the mediation "profession," indicating both the competition
amongst mediators to define the boundary conditions of their practice and the
social, political and economic conditions under which this aspiring profession is
struggling to emerge.
As is the case for many professional bodies, mediators confront a tension
between popularizing and monopolizing the skills of their would-be profession
when marketing their services. Brown (1986, 37) articulates this tension as follows:
Groups of practitioners trying to establish new professional
institutions have first to establish the value of their work in the eyes
of a clientele. At the same time, however, these would-be
professionals have to preserve their specialized knowledge from
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becoming common knowledge. An inherent tension arises between
the twin tasks of popularizing one's contribution to society, so that
it is comprehensible enough to be appreciated, and monopolizing
one's knowledge, so that it is incomprehensible enough to be
marketable.
Current conditions within the realm of dispute resolution have resulted in a
mediation market that has become saturated with practitioners, and yet there is not
an adequate client demand to sustain all of these practitioners. Faced with a
shortage of clients, many practitioners opt to "diversify" their services by providing
training for would-be mediators, further magnifying the problem. We will argue
that, in these competitive circumstances, pressures are placed upon mediators to
adapt and transform their marketing strategies in ways that may, in fact, contradict
the image of "professionalism" they wish to project. In this paper, then, we provide
an analysis of the economic and symbolic practices associated with the marketing of
mediation. In doing so, we treat "professional" mediators as a complex group of
actors engaged in a process of negotiating their collective definition, which requires
them to balance an image of their profession as one that is non-coercive, altruistic,
and predicated on open and honest communication, with the practical need to
operate within a market of economic exchanges in order to guarantee their own
occupational survival. The confluence of these factors has specific consequences
with respect to the ways that mediators present themselves publicly, and places
limitations on their client-seeking activities. Moreover, this is a precarious balance
and a danger that mediation, through the marketing efforts of mediators seeking to
secure employment within a competitive field of professional activity, will
increasingly become a commodified object of legal consumption and less a
communicative tool of dispute resolution. In sum, our objectives in this paper are to
describe the current market conditions under which mediators operate and to
examine the specific challenges these conditions present to the communicative
practice of mediation, with an emphasis on mediator marketing practices.
The arguments presented in this paper draw upon thirty in-depth, semistructured interviews with mediators and mediation trainers in Vancouver and
Winnipeg. The co-director of the University of British Columbia's Program on
Dispute Resolution, herself a trained and experienced mediator quite familiar with
the mediator network in Vancouver, furnished us with the names of practicing
mediators based on her knowledge of their mediation style (for example, evaluative,
facilitative, and transformative), and these twenty-five individuals provided us with
a diversity of perspectives on the professionalization of mediation and on mediator
marketing. In Winnipeg, where there arc fewer practicing mediators, we contacted
those mediators who listed their services in the local Yellow Pages for interviews
and subsequently interviewed five of these individuals to discuss the challenges of
generating awareness of mediation in a small-market. In addition, a content
analysis of mediation advertisements published in four commonly-used legal
resources (B.C. Mediation Directory, Ontario Reports, Canadian Lawyer and
Lawyer's Weekly) and local Yellow Pages in British Columbia, Ontario, and
Manitoba over a two-year period (2002-2004) was conducted to highlight common
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themes in mediator advertisements. Finally, an examination of the mediation
literature and guidebooks on "how to effectively market one's mediation practice"
as well as the sociological literature on advertising and professionalism, were
reviewed to inform our analysis.
Mediation and its Relation to the Juridical Field
We situate mediation in relation to what Bourdieu (1987) refers to as the
'juridical field." In Bourdieu' s (1987, 817) words, "The juridical field is the site of
competition for monopoly of the right to determine the law. Within this field there
occurs a confrontation among actors possessing a technical competence which is
inevitably social and which consists essentially in the socially recognized capacity
to interpret a corpus of texts sanctifying a correct or legitimized vision of the social
world." Mediation, or, more generally, alternative (or "appropriate") dispute
resolution, can be viewed as a practice competing for legitimacy within the juridical
field. However, the form of legitimacy sought varies with respect to the visions of
the juridical and social worlds possessed by various mediators, ranging from those
seeking the inclusion of mediation as a consumer option in the juridical marketplace
to those working toward a transformation of the juridical field in the interest of a
more humanizing brand of justice. While the former approach would see mediation
play a role in supplementing and reproducing the contemporary juridical field by
handling those cases that are not well suited to the adversarial process, the latter
approach imagines a revolutionized juridical field in which adversarial legal
processes are replaced by relationship-building strategies and norms.
The competition between adversarial and conciliatory legal strategics is
symptomatic of the flux that exists within the current juridical field. At the same
time, this field does not exist in a vacuum but is susceptible to the market properties
of and pressures from other fields, such as business, as well as broader societal
trends. Because juridical practices are directed toward actors who operate in other
social fields, it is necessary that this field on occasion adapt its valuation practices
so as to maintain congruence with these other fields. For example, given the
complexity, time and expense of many legal cases, there has been a demand,
particularly on the part of multinational conglomerates and other corporate entities,
for "forum shopping" (Dezelay 1995, 5) so that disputants can seek out a juridical
forum that will "fit the fuss" (Dezelay 1994). This has resulted in the market
principles that govern economic activity becoming more salient within the juridical
field, which is reflected in the creation of a juridical market from which purchasers
can select justice options (for example., arbitration or mediation) that suit their
business interests. More broadly, the multiplication of justice options is associated
with an ascendant neoliberalism that has placed a premium on government
devolution and deregulation, thus providing an ideological foundation for informal
and non-governmental dispute resolution strategies. In this sense, these external
pressures have created a space for practitioners of commercial mediation to market
these services, and have resulted in some mediators and lawyers marketing
themselves to these clients in a manner that emphasizes their non-legal
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qualifications (such as MBAs) or their experience at the helm of small businesses.
Similar pressures can be identified as emanating from therapeutic fields, such as
social work, especially with respect to the practice of family law. In this subfield of
law, increased attention to issues such as the negative impact of divorce on children
has inspired some lawyers to adopt "collaborative" practices that lead to more
amicable forms of family dissolution.
Despite these social and economic changes that are contributing to a
growing demand for mediation in certain sectors, the position of mediation in
relation to the juridical field is, as of yet, undefined (see Woolford and Ratner
2005), and this uncertainty has consequences for the ways in which mediators
market their services. Indeed, there is a significant degree of internal competition
within the subfield of mediation which affects the relationship between mediation
and the broader juridical field, and which influences the strategies employed by
various mediators in their advertising.
Symbolic and Economic Challenges to the Emerging Mediation Field
i) The Crowded Mediation Market:
In the past few decades there has been a burgeoning of mediation and
conflict resolution training, with literally hundreds of these programs appearing in
North America. In British Columbia alone, there are twelve programs that offer
training in mediation skills. Some, such as the program offered by the Continuing
Legal Education Society of British Columbia, provide students with the training
required to qualify for the British Columbia Mediator Roster, a professional body
established to offer potential clients a list of competent mediators. In general, all
programs stress some combination of dispute resolution theory, dispute resolution
skills training, and a practicum.
The minimum qualifications for mediators vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction.
In many regions, there exists an absence of ADR licensing
requirements and therefore there are few barriers to entry into the practice of
mediation (Jessani 2003). For example, in Winnipeg, Manitoba, where mediation is
at an early stage in its professional development, anyone can hang out their shingle
and claim to be a mediator. This is an issue of great concern for credentialed
mediators because it risks popularizing the practice of mediation in a way that
discourages any chance of establishing a professional monopoly. Indeed, several
religious and political groups (e.g., Mennonites, Quakers and peace activists) have
made basic conflict resolution training available to their adherents, further
popularizing the practice of mediation. Not all mediators, however, view such
popularization as problematic. Some, particularly those who adhere to what Bush
and Folger (1994, 20-22) describe as the "transformation story," believe that the
mission of mediation is to transform "people from dependent beings concerned only
with themselves (weak and selfish people) into secure and self-reliant beings willing
to be concerned with and responsive to others (strong and caring people)" (Bush
and Folger 1994, 20). However, from a market-oriented standpoint, this objective
of widespread human empowerment and empathy creation, if taken to its extreme,
could have unintended consequences for the development of mediation as a
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profession since hired mediators would be of little use in a social situation where
individuals were capable of resolving their own disputes.
Beyond the market-based concerns stemming from the popularization of
mediation, there are also problems that arise from the swelled ranks of trained
mediators. Mediation, as an occupation, appeals to many because, at least in theory,
it promises aspirants a more direct opportunity to provide services that allegedly
help people solve their everyday problems. Mediation training schools and
institutes often appeal to these humanistic desires by directing their advertisements
toward the prospective student's moral self-identity.
For example, the
advertisement for the Royal Roads University Master's Program in Conflict
Analysis and Management suggests, "In this WORLD there are trouble makers and
PEACE makers. YOU'RE the latter." The Director of the Institute of Conflict
Analysis and Management (2004) similarly writes, "Choosing ICAM for your
studies will be the start of an exciting journey that will combine your psychological,
intellectual and spiritual resources to make a positive difference in your personal,
professional and community relationships." Some advertisements go beyond this
sort of humanistic appeal to suggest that a secure livelihood can be obtained through
one's commitment to peace and conciliation. In the words of one disappointed
mediator, many have been brought into it by people advertising training as a
gateway to a new and lucrative profession - when it is not. ...I've seen
programs (e.g., not just the '40 hour' training seminar, but 18-24 semester
hours of class work, spread over 2-3 years of night classes) sold that way at
$800.00 a credit hour, draining people of time and hope and energy and
money, and, at the end, leaving them with nothing but exhaustion. That is
criminal- and common (quoted in Marsh 2003, n.p.).
Those who complete the training are often advised by working mediators not to
"quit their day jobs" since few mediators are able to earn a full-time living early in
their careers. The exceptions to this rule are senior mediators who have established
reputations and who receive the bulk of well-paying commercial and government
contracts. New mediators, in contrast, are counseled to seek out a suitable
mediation "niche" and to creatively explore how they might better market their
practices. Many mediators supplement lean practices by offering mediation
training, thereby contributing to the influx of new mediators on the market. This
can extend to offering mediation training to other professionals, such as lawyers.
As a Pepperdine University program on "Mediating the Litigated Case" suggests,
"Now lawyers and other established professionals can use their expertise to break
into a new area of practice with tremendous possibilities."
Other mediators develop expertise in novel service products such as
"conflict coaching" that are marketed in the corporate world. According to Noble
(2002, n.p.), "Conflict coaching is a specialized niche and a dispute resolution
technique that unites the fundamentals of coaching and conflict management. The
object of this process is to help people one-on-one, to develop and improve the way
they deal with workplace conflict." In general, new mediators are encouraged to
seek out "uncharted" territories in which to offer their services (Seamone 2000).
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ii) Mediation as a Moral Enterprise: Maintaining the Symbolic Dimension
of Mediation in the Face of Economic Challenges.
The competition that exists amongst mediators, and between mediators and
other juridical field professionals, such as lawyers, as well as the danger of overpopularizing mediation, create conditions in which mediators may find themselves
drawn toward marketing strategies not entirely reflective of their idealized image of
their profession. Even established professionals, such as lawyers and physicians,
find the pull toward businesslike behavior problematic because it portrays the
professional as someone acting in a self-interested rather than altruistic fashion
(Bullard and Skipper 1999; Ritzer 1971 ), and runs contrary to the ideal image of the
professional as one who places the interests of the client and the profession first and
foremost. With the emerging profession of mediation, this problem is accentuated
because altruism is not only associated with one's professional status; it is also said
to be the very core of the practice for certain types of mediation (e.g., facilitative
and transformative mediation), which are often represented as communicative and
ethical strategies of dispute resolution. The task of the facilitative or transformative
mediator is to encourage conciliatory exchanges between actors in conflict to help
them develop the communication tools they require to reach a mutually agreeable
resolution to their conflict. However, the more mediators are forced to act in a
competitive and entrepreneurial manner, the more they risk failing to "walk the
talk" of their profession. For example, interventions intended to improve a
mediator's settlement rate, in part as a strategy to increase the mediator's
marketability, could contradict the mediator's dictum that prioritizes client
empowerment.
Transformations beyond the juridical field are also contributing to
heightened competition within the mediation market. With the ascendancy of
neoliberalism we have witnessed an ideological shift toward less government,
deregulation, and increased competition amongst various providers of social
services (Field 1988). Free enterprise and the market are the reigning models of
social organization; even the government today acts more as a purchaser than a
provider of services, operating within a "quasi-market" in which service providers
compete for government funds. This leads to "a position where, in order to
demonstrate their fitness, public sector organizations must reinvent themselves in
the style of private sector concerns: corporate identities - a logo plus an expensively
commissioned house-style, name-badges, uniforms, etc.; promotional literature;
pro-active external relations strategies-particularly targeting the news media; even
placing triumphalist advertisements" (Aldridge 1996, 188). Mediators also find
themselves increasingly compelled to succumb to the logic of the market and take
steps to compete more aggressively for consumer and government dollars.
Mediators, however, clearly face a broad array of pressures when they seek
to sell their services within the juridical field. This is evident in a discussion that
recently took place on a mediation website, where mediators were asked the
following question: "If how I make money from mediation is the wrong question,
what is the right question?" This query captures the challenge faced when
attempting to maintain the symbolic and moral dimensions of mediation in the face
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of market pressures. While some mediators, such as the one quoted earlier,
criticized mediation training schools for making unrealistic promises about the
opportunity for money-making in the mediation marketplace, others sought ways to
balance their need to make a living with their moral commitment to the practice of
mediation. For example, one mediator wrote: "The marketplace has a sense for why
and what people have to offer. When the market smells the 'quick buck' mentality, I
believe that it runs in the opposite direction. People who ask the question, 'How do
I make money' are focused on themselves ... not the marketplace. In contrast, we are
interested in the people and the processes. The marketplace gravitates to that"
(quoted in Marsh 2003, n.p.). In a similar vein, another mediator wrote: "Mediators
should rise above the majority in our thinking and ask the higher question: 'How
can I help others reach their goals, solve their problems?' It is in accomplishing this
task that mediators will solve the money issue" (quoted in Marsh 2003, n.p.). And,
"I, for one, am in this for my clients. I believe if I succeed with them and for them,
my career (and its income) will take care of itself' (quoted in Marsh 2003, n.p.). In
each statement, the argument is made that moral practice is economic practice; that
is, if a mediator remains true to the moral enterprise of mediation he or she will be
rewarded with sufficient business.
Others answer the question in a pragmatic rather than idealistic manner,
arguing "I believe that mediators ... may benefit from some measure of training in
marketing and starting and running a small business, preferably one that includes
components on 'networking' and 'strategic planning"' (quoted in Marsh 2003, n.p.)
or "Since this a business then we need to look at how we manage our business, and
perhaps individually reposition ourselves as experts in one field or industry. In other
words engage in niche marketing and learn to manage a business" (quoted in Marsh
2003, n.p.). These budding professionals have embraced the common sense of the
marketing profession and are looking to other "experts" to advise them on how to
expand their mediation practices. Indeed, there now exist marketing outfits and
training programs that are dedicated solely to the cause of helping mediators better
market themselves and sell their skills to an under-informed and often indifferent
general public.
Thus, there exists a tension in the marketing of mediation between the need
to continue to "walk the talk" of mediation by presenting oneself honestly and
putting the needs of the client first and the need to embrace an entrepreneurial
model that will make mediation more marketable. Those committed to "walking
the talk" have faith that an honorable self-presentation will result in a viable
mediation practice. Those who embrace the marketing model argue that the modem
context of market capitalism demands more assertive marketing behavior. Others,
however, attempt to negotiate this divide by refrarning marketing as a moral
practice. For example, Williams (2002, n.p.) states:
I understand that we are professionals and must act in a professional manner
when presenting our services to the public. I also know that from a
business perspective, if we don't promote our services, the public will not
know mediation is available. If you really believe that your mediation
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services have value to assist people in resolving their conflicts, then what
benefit is that belief if those [whom you desire] to serve, do not know you
exist.
Through this reframing, the marketing of mediation services becomes primarily a
means for informing the general public about the availability of dispute resolution
services, and less an economistic practice of self-promotion. This raises the tricky
question of professional advertising.
Advertising is one of the marketing practices most commonly associated
with less valued mercantile pursuits; therefore, its use threatens to "lessen the
symbolic distance" between professionals and the sellers of commodities (Bullard
and Skipper 1999, 19). However, in a society where we have seen "the relentless
commodification of all areas of social life, and the rise of market values" (Holt and
Schor 2000, viii), it is not surprising that professional services would need to enter
the consumer realm. Add to this the judicial decisions in the United States that
prohibit restraints on professional advertisement and a general consumer acceptance
of advertisements by professional service providers (Bullard and Skipper 1999), and
the stage is set for greater usage of professional advertising.
To date, mediators have been less frequent users of print media
advertisements than lawyers. However, this is beginning to change, and we are
likely to see increased advertising by mediators as mediation services come more in
demand. Currently, it is in the larger Canadian markets, such as Vancouver and
Toronto, that mediators most frequently use advertisements (in particular, lawyer
mediators who are clearly more familiar with the medium). These advertisements
are most often posted in mediator directories, trade magazines, legal newsletters,
websites, and the Yellow Pages. It is less common for mediators to advertise in
major newspapers or on television because of the expense of and minimal return
generated by such advertisements. In smaller markets, such as Winnipeg, mediator
advertisements are typically limited to listings in the Yellow Pages and photocopied
pamphlets describing the services offered. More generally, these small-market
mediators use word-of-mouth and public speaking engagements as means to make
their services known, as well there is a minor Web presence amongst these smallmarket mediators.
Mediator professional organizations are preparing for the advent of
increased mediator advertising by including in their codes of conduct stipulations
about the appropriate use of advertisement for mediation. Although these codes
have little force-the most severe punishment they can typically administer is
removal from the professional organization, and not a ban from practicing
mediation-they do provide clear guidelines for the ways in which mediators can
present themselves to the public. One stipulation common to almost all mediator
professional codes of conduct emphasizes mediators' obligation to be honest in their
advertising endeavours, and to "refrain from guaranteeing settlement or promising
specific results" (Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General 2002).
In the next section we explore specific strategies used by mediators in their
marketing, with special attention paid to their current advertising practices.
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Mediator marketing strategies are broad. Several guides, courses, and
articles are available to those who wish to make their practice known. In general,
emphasis is placed upon creating one's "mediation signature" (this is a description
of one's approach to mediation that is used to attract clients), identifying types of
mediation services offered, and defining a "target market" (Mosten 2001; see also,
B.C. Mediation Directory 2002/3). Once these goals are achieved, the aspiring
mediator turns toward marketing his or her services. Marketing activities include:
mailed announcements, press releases, open houses, brochures, networking with
referral sources, "Yellow Page" and other paid advertisements, creating a "Web
presence," teaching, and public presentations. For those seeking "expert" help on
marketing their mediation practice, there is even a growing industry that instructs
mediators in the art of marketing. Golden Media, a California-based advertising
firm that specializes in helping mediators market their practices, offers a
complimentary marketing notebook to mediators to help them sell their mediation
practices. The rationale offered by Golden Media (2001: n.p.) for their services is
"The best investment a business owner can make is in increasing their visibility and
establishing themselves as an authority through effective marketing and promoting."
Here, mediators are asked to view themselves as 'business owners' who need to
make wise entrepreneurial decisions, including hiring Golden Media.
As mentioned above, advertising is a mediation marketing strategy that is
growing in popularity. Goldman and Papson (2000, 81) point out that, in general,
"Advertisements are structured to boost the value of commodity brand names by
attaching them to images that possess social and cultural value." This is certainly
evident in the marketing practices of mediators, and we will identify three such
practices below: Mimetic practices that seek to capitalize on the professional status
of lawyers; distancing practices that rely on images that contrast mediation and legal
practices so as to pursue a "profit of distinction" (Bourdieu 1984) by differentiating
mediation from other legal practices; and appellating practices that attempt to create
a clientele for mediation by appealing to potential consumers as "moral" and
"responsible" actors. However, although these practices are often explicit in
mediator advertisements, we feel it is also crucial to examine the absences or
silences of mediation marketing-i.e., what is not said in these advertisements-as
profit can be obtained by avoiding blatant attempts to convince or sell potential
consumers (e.g., guarantees of settlement) and by employing a style of selfpromotion that is viewed to be primarily "informational."
i) Mimetic Practices: The Professional Lawyer as Marketing Model
Mimetic Practices of marketing are those that seek symbolic profit by
associating mediation with the more established professions, in particular the legal
profession. Legal professionals are of course part of a diverse group of actors who
are in contestation with one another with respect to their collective definition. This
said; there exist certain widely shared cultural understandings of the legal
profession that can be tapped into by savvy mediators.
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Law and other classical professions, such as medicine, have seen their
marketing practices change over the last two centuries. For example, in the
nineteenth century, medicine was more of a trade than a profession, and physicians
would advertise their services through bills and promotional cards (Field 1988).
Indeed, at this time, it was common for charlatans to advertise grand claims about
their healing powers or the healing properties of various concoctions (Barber 1988).
This misuse of advertisements led the American Medical Association to set a new
professional standard, banning advertising by its members (Barber 1988). By the
mid-twentieth century, this practice of banning advertisements was the norm among
North American professional associations. As Field (1988, 14) writes, "One of the
important criteria that characterized a gentlemanly occupation, was that its
practitioners do not solicit clients or patients; advertising became taboo, precisely
because of its symbolic association with business, with commerce, with trade, with
competition and ... with fraud and deception." However, by the 1970s the courts
began to question the power of the professional associations to forbid advertising by
their members. In the United States, a 1977 Supreme Court decision stated that
advertising by professionals is constitutionally protected as a form of commercial
speech (Seron 1993). This opened the door for professionals of all stripes to place
advertisements in newspapers, in Yellow Pages, and even on television.
However, the original concerns that motivated professional organizations to
ban advertising remained, and this resulted in attempts by professional associations
to limit advertising by professionals to an "informational" model. This is a form of
advertising that, as the mediation codes of conduct addressed above suggest, makes
no promises or claims as to the efficacy of the professional service; instead,
advertisements are limited to "matters that educate and inform the public" (Family
Mediation Canada n.d.). According to Family Mediation Canada (n.d.), this is
information that simply describes the mediator and the services offered: "name,
address, telephone and FAX number, office hours, relevant academic degree(s),
relevant training and experience in mediation, appropriate professional affiliations
and membership status, and any additional relevant or important consumer
information." This is a principle similar to the standards set out in the Canadian Bar
Association's Code of Professional Conduct (1987), which warns that lawyers
"must not mislead the uninformed or arouse unattainable hopes and expectations."
The distinction between advertisements that inform potential clients and
advertisements that seek to influence or manipulate client behaviors may, however,
be overdrawn in these codes of conduct. As Barnard (1995, 35) states, "Advertising
as informing intends to influence or modify behaviour; ... there is no point to
information that does not influence or modify behaviour." In fact, the very roots of
the word 'advertising' support this argument-the Latin ad meaning 'to' and
vertere meaning 'to turn' suggest that someone's attention is being turned toward
something (Barnard 1995, 27). Bourdieu's (1998, 93) concept of an "interest in
disinterestedness" summarizes well the stakes involved in informational advertising,
which allows mediators and other professionals to advertise in a manner that does
not expose their economic interests, thereby highlighting the altruistic face of the
profession.
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In this sense, the informational advertisements employed by mediators can
be understood as a simulacrum (see Baudrillard 1981 ).
They hail an
"informational" past of advertising that never truly existed, and make this imaginary
past the signifier for the modem mediator's dignity, honour, and sincerity. Thus,
these professional advertisements are not simply presenting the basic information
needed by a potential clientele; they are emulating a form of advertisement that is
perceived to be professional and thereby engaging in a process of professional
claims-making.
As Goldman and Papson (2000, 88) note, "Advertising
continuously appropriates meanings, which it chews up in the process of
recontextualizing those meanings to fit commodities and corporations." This
"cannibalism" is evident in mediator's advertisements as they seek symbolic profit
through the formation of a mimetic relationship with legal advertising, capitalizing
on the cultural value attributed to a more established profession.
With a number of lawyer-mediators operating in the juridical field, it is not
surprising that there would be many similarities between mediator and lawyer
marketing practices. Mediators with legal backgrounds tend to foreground this
information in their advertisements. For example, the advertisement for Boelman &
Company (Vancouver) states, "Mahnaz Boelman is a lawyer, chartered mediator,
and arbitrator." The rest of the advertisement lists briefly Boelman' s professional
organization memberships, experience, teaching and coaching activities, and areas
of mediation expertise. With its simple layout (a light blue background with a thin
white border) the advertisement communicates the professionalism of the mediator,
in part, by dint of her membership in the legal profession, but also through an
integrity demonstrated by the absence of grand claims and promises. Non-lawyer
mediators also aspire to the solemnity and integrity of the marketing strategies used
by legal professionals. Indeed, the majority of mediator advertisements and public
notices (lawyer and non-lawyer) follow a similar minimalist strategy.
"Marketing" involves more than just advertisements, however. Mediator
marketing guides typically recommend that beginner mediators replicate the
professional marketing strategies of other professionals: mailed announcements are
to be printed on "high-quality paper stock," business cards should be "classy," and
brochures are to be stylized to send the message that the mediator is a serious
professional (Davis 2002; Mosten 2001). Professional comportment is also advised,
with special emphasis placed on exhibiting "good manners" and "accountability"
(e.g., sending thank you notes to everyone who provides you with a referral). In
other words, the mimetic quality of effective marketing extends beyond media
presentation and includes embodied practices of professional conduct.
In their advertisements, non-lawyer mediators and lawyer mediators alike,
attempt to communicate their professionalism through various strategies, a sampling
of which will be discussed here. Many use photographs of the mediators to both
illustrate and humanize professionalism. An advertisement for the Toronto-based
Dispute Resolution Services presents a picture of their president, smiling, but also
dressed in a business suit. The word "INTEGRITY" is presented prominently in the
text (in another advertisement, they include the words "PROFESSIONALISM and
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DETERMINATION"). In other advertisements used by the same firm, the
advertisement form is disguised by repackaging the ad as an announcement for a
new mediator who has joined the firm. This is similar to the strategy of the
congratulatory notice through which a Law firm announces members' attainment of
mediating qualifications. For example, Elkind, Lipton & Jacobs LLP (Toronto)
posted the following advertisement to "congratulate our partner PAUL JACOBS
Q.C., C. Med., C.Arb. on being designated both Chartered Mediator and Chartered
Arbitrator by the ADR Institute of Canada". Here, they focus on Jacobs'
achievement, citing that he is one of a few Canadian professionals who have earned
both of these designations. This focus is related to two other buzzwords in
mediation marketing: experience and expertise.
Mimetic practices seek to
demonstrate that the mediator has a substantial background in the juridical field,
since there often exists a bias against contracting new, "green" mediators. For
example, J. Jay Rudolph (Toronto) notes his "High Settlement Rate - Over 10
Years of Experience" just as Michael Silver (Toronto) advertises himself as "one of
the most experienced ADR Practitioners in Ontario, having mediated on thousands
of occasions."
Mediators also seek profit from other credentials and professional
affiliations that they hold, aside from their legal degree(s). David Lipton, a
Toronto-based mediator, advertises that he brings "Business Expertise to
Mediation" that is derived from his position teaching management and international
strategy MBA classes at York University. This form of targeted marketing is
common in mediator advertising, as mediators seek to identify their specific
juridical niche (e.g., family, construction, workplace, human rights). The intent in
all of these cases is to provide "information" that encourages product purchase. The
key selling point is the mediator's professional qualities, qualities associated with
other professional groups.
ii) Distancing Practices: Constituting Mediation as a Practice Distinct from
the Law through Marketing
While certain benefits accrue from associating mediation with legal
professionalism, it is nonetheless necessary that mediators engage in "product
differentiation" in order to distance their practices from negative perceptions of the
legal profession and to distinguish a specific mediation niche. The goal of these
strategies is to present mediation as a profession different from other professions.
Dispute Management Inc., for example, describes their services as "Beyond law ... "
How this distancing process unfolds often depends on the type of mediation being
marketed: evaluative mediators, who are more directive in their approach to
resolving conflict, tend to market mediation as a time-saving approach to settlement
(with the resultant cost-savings left implicit) and therefore as a pragmatic exchange
between actors in conflict; in contrast, facilitative mediators, who focus on client
empowerment and interest conciliation, and transformative mediators, who focus on
the creation of shared values through the mediation process, are more likely to
market mediation as a moral exchange between actors in conflict, directed toward
their mutual benefit. Thus, whereas the first group distances itself from legal
professionals through an emphasis on procedural superiority, the latter two appeal to
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normative sensibilities critical of the adversarial practices oflaw.
It should also be noted that, although there are publicly valued aspects of
professionalism from which mediators may wish to profit, such as the notion of
professional altruism and the reverence provided to certain professional actors, there
are also negative connotations attached to the professions from which mediators
attempt to distance themselves. The deprofessionalization movement of the 1970s,
as articulated by writers such as Illich (1977; see also Illich et. al. 1977), contributed
to a reframing of professional conduct by portraying professionals as suffering from
what Johnson (1972, 17) refers to as a "trained incapacity for social responsibility"
and as actors who appropriate the skills and knowledges of local communities and
translate these collective resources into the complex and esoteric language of the
professions. Mediators often seek to exploit these negative images of legal
professionals by drawing subtle contrasts to lawerly practices. For example, an
advertisement for Chalke & Company (Vancouver) follows the two-tone color
presentation used by Boelman and Company (mentioned above), and includes as
background a stylized logo (C&C). However, the services offered by Chalke and
Company are differentiated from those delivered by lawyers, as less prominence is
given to the professional qualifications of the mediators and more to their "15 years
experience successfully resolving disputes." Similarly, L Leslie Dizgun (Toronto)
warns potential clients that "Settlements don't just happen" while Ellyn-Barristers
(Toronto) offer, "Selecting the right mediator could be your best strategy." These
advertisements are typical of those used by evaluative mediators in that they draw
the reader's attention to the pragmatic superiority of mediation, and implicitly
criticize the inefficiency of the adversarial courtroom. Some, like the British
Columbia Arbitration and Mediation Institute, are more explicit in their criticisms:
"Avoid Litigation: The route through the courts is costly, slow and congested."
Other advertisements are more critical of the disempowering and alienating
nature of adversarial law. The focus on resolution is repeated in advertisements for
the CORE Clinic (Vancouver) and the ADR Institute of Canada, the latter of which
states in bold "we help you resolve disputes." Riverdale Mediation (Toronto)
promises a justice experience that is "less adversarial, more satisfying." Unlike
Chalke and Company, these mediators highlight the personal empowerment and
satisfaction that are said to derive from participation in mediation. Moreover, they
constitute mediation as a moral practice through these distancing strategies.
Mediators are portrayed as facilitators who help individuals in personal problemsolving and not as unknown actors (like judges) who impose resolution on the
parties.
Mediators looking to gain a foothold in the dispute resolution market are
advised to "Maximize Your Time at Network Events: Build trust in yourself. Smile
and greet everyone within reach. Dress the part. Have a 30-second introduction
statement. Take brochures to the event. Pass them out at the table with your card.
Email or send a postcard to each person after the event to say 'nice to meet you' and
some information of interest to them" (Davis 2002). Here, the mediator's selfpresentation and comportment are crafted so as to communicate professionalism,
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yet also a degree of personableness that contrasts with the image of the indifferent
professional. This is related to the marketing mediator's objective to "build trust"
(Davis 2002) which is at once an embrace of the "professional" designation so as to
profit from its symbolic capital (derived from cultural traditions and assumptions
about professional "knowledge") and a distancing from the derided qualities of
professionalism, for example the professional's reputed careerism.
A final note, the objective of product differentiation, in combination with
the competitive mediation market and the need for mediators to diversify the
services they offer in order to sustain their practices, has contributed to a
"fracturing" of mediation as a profession. Mediators arc rarely simply in the
business of providing facilitation services for people in conflict; instead, they
simultaneously pursue multiple service opportunities.
For example, the
advertisement for True North Dispute Management (Vancouver) lists the various
services they provide: dispute management systems design, dispute management
systems consultation, mediation services, mediation and other training services, and
career coaching for dispute resolution professionals. This allows companies such as
True North to expand their services beyond the boundaries of the juridical field (and
to further differentiate themselves from legal professionals) by offering conflict
coaching, systems design and consultation, and other services to corporations
seeking to improve their internal dispute resolution systems without entering the
costly and time-consuming juridical field.
iii) Appellating Practices: Constituting a Clientele for Mediation
Goldman and Papson (2000, 82) suggest: "When ads hail us, they appellate
us, naming us and inviting us to take up a position in relation to the advertisements.
Consumer ads greet us as individual viewers with what seem to be our own
(already) ideological assumptions and personalities." The ideological assumptions
presupposed by marketing mediators include a pragmatic desire for expedient
settlement, a sense of disenfranchisement from an esoteric juridical field, and a
normative orientation toward conciliatory settlement, among others. But the
advertisements and other marketing strategies do not simply appeal to long held
beliefs about the juridical field; they also constitute these beliefs, and thereby seek
to constitute a clientele for mediation.
Mediation bodies and organizations often produce "resources for clients"
which, among other things, provide potential clients with advice about selecting a
mediator. This literature initiates the "responsibilization" (Burchell 1993) process
whereby the client is represented as an empowered actor responsible for the fate of
his or her dispute. The success of mediation for the particular client is, in part,
attributed to the diligence demonstrated by the client in selecting a mediator (e.g.,
examining what sort of assistance is required from the mediator, whether or not the
mediator should possess expertise in a specific area, and the degree to which the
mediator should play an "evaluative role") for example, the B.C. Mediation
Directory 2002/3, 2-10. Through marketing approaches ostensibly designed to
inform potential clients about what mediation is and what it might do for them, an
attempt is made to train clients to make use of "appropriate" dispute resolution; that
is, to seek the correct forum for the conflict which they face. However, underlying
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this training is an assumption that mediation is appropriate for most conflicts, and a
desire to make mediation an instinctive choice for dispute resolution amongst the
general public. As Simon (2004, n.p.) puts it,
If there is ever going to be a mediation profession, we must create a
program whereby the general public 1) becomes aware of mediation, 2) puts
it before litigation as their primary choice for dispute resolution, and 3)
comes to understand that it is applicable wherever and whenever disputes
arise. Mediation will only be a real profession when the public thinks as
naturally of calling a mediator to help resolve a dispute as they now think of
calling a doctor when they develop the sniffles.
These appellating practices are also evident in the public presentations used
by mediators as part of their marketing strategies. These presentations are typically
offered at local Rotary clubs, universities, or other situations where a captive
audience might be found. They serve as an opportunity to introduce individuals to
the tools of mediation (without popularizing these tools to the point where
professional services are no longer needed) to make them aware of how they might
apply to their own lives. Quite often, these presentations feature a strong normative
component that appeals to the listener's desire to resolve conflicts in a peaceable
and rationale manner. A similar, yet more long-term strategy involves introducing
mediation techniques to grade school age children to provide them with the basic
tools needed to resolve schoolyard conflicts. While there is a danger that these
services might detract from a professional monopoly over mediation skills, the
altruistic desire to help young people better deal with conflict is coupled with an
appellating strategy to train these young people toward a particular model of dispute
resolution that they may call upon later in their lives.
Appellating practices also occur through the presentation of mediation as a
form of "symbolic" rather than "economic" exchange (see Bourdieu 1998). This is
an appeal to an idealized mode of human interaction; one that casts aside matters of
crass economism and monetary relations for the sake of matters of interpersonal
ethics (words such as "integrity", "dignity", "honour", and "creativity", often cited
in mediator advertisements, are important here). The realm of symbolic exchange is
one ruled by the "taboo of making things explicit," whose form par excellence is the
price). To say what really is, to declare the truth of the exchange, or as is often said,
"the truth of the price (before giving a present we remove the price tag ... ), is to
destroy the exchange" (Bourdieu 1998, 95-96). Mediator codes of conduct typically
limit the advertising practices of mediators in a manner that requires them to bracket
their economic motivations by representing themselves through symbolic rather
than economic language and actions (such as by forbidding display of mediation
costs and requiring that advertisements be used to further public knowledge and
acceptance of mediation). This is an imposition of form that serves to reinforce the
collective image of the profession and keeps implicit the economic objectives of
mediator self-marketing. It is also an appeal to consumer sensibilities, constructing
the ideal user of mediation as someone who is more concerned with reaching a fair
settlement than as a person seeking to maximize profit through litigious means.
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Conclusion
In this paper we have illustrated a selection of mediator marketing practices
which characterize the difficult position of mediation within the juridical field. As a
sub-field within a broader field dominated by the formal practice of law, mediation
competes with the law for legitimacy in terms of defining the process of conflict
resolution. While seeking to establish mediation as a professional practice within
this juridical market, mediators face the predicament of attempting to profit both by
associating mediation with and distancing mediation from the formal legal
professional. Thus there is a balance to be maintained between mimetic and
distancing practices within mediation marketing. As well, there is a need to further
popularize mediation through appellating practices directed at juridical consumers;
however, these appellating practices must avoid popularizing and spreading the
practice of mediation to the extent that mediation professionals lose their monopoly
over their skill set.
This said, it should not be assumed that juridical consumers are empty
screens on which mediators can project their conflict resolution advertisements; for
these consumers, the subtext of economic advantage that underlies mediator
marketing may make the moral claims about mediation seem much less
consequential. As Adorno and Horkheimer (2000, 17) observed in their critique of
mass culture, "We have even learned how to identify abstract concepts as sales
propaganda. Language based entirely on truth simply arouses impatience to get on
with the business deal it is probably advancing." Regardless of the extent to which
mediator marketing projects a moral and personable image of its practices, it still
confronts an often media savvy and cynical consumer who is immersed in a world
defined by a surfeit of advertising images, and who is likely to suspect that
economic motives underlie marketing efforts. Under these circumstances, mediator
advertising, as a general form, may attach to mediation the taint of
commodification, and therefore dampen the humanistic representation of this
conflict resolution technique that some mediators wish to communicate. But this is
not a necessary outcome so long as those who market mediation respond to and
incorporate consumer wants and needs into their services.
However, as competition in the mediation market increases, and assuming
the continued hegemony of the "marketing model" as a basis for rational action,
marketing practices are likely to become more aggressive, drawing mediators away
from mimetic practices that aspire toward "informational" and "professional"
marketing strategies. Aggressive marketing would also inspire distancing practices
that overstate the benefits of mediation compared to other juridical professional
services, and produce more assertive appellating strategies that seek to habituate
consumers to mediation practices.
This, in tum, would discourage selfempowerment, making it difficult for potential users to know what forms of dispute
resolution they can invoke on their behalf. In such a situation, mediation would
violate the rules of its own game by placing its instrumental motivations in the
forefront while minimizing its claims to build disputants' communicative capacities.
With this self-contradiction, the ethical neutrality of the mediator risks becoming
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suspect because of overweaning economic motives.
Therefore, although there is reason to be skeptical about the "informational"
claims of mediator marketing, and reason to problematize representations of
marketing as a moral or altruistic practice, there is more reason to fear the
devolution of mediation marketing practices into the fully commodified realm of
market capitalism, especially for those who consider themselves facilitative and
transformative mediators. The public presentation of mediation as a symbolic and
moral practice may belie these mediator's economic motivations, but the unmasking
of this representation, and the entry of mediation into the realm of crass
consumerism and evaluative efficiency, would contrast too severely with the stated
ideals of this conflict resolution technique. For facilitative and transformative
mediators, mediation is a form of communicative rather than instrumental action.
Yet marketing strategies reliant on some of the described advertising techniques
threaten to locate their activities more in the instrumental realm. For this reason,
these communicative mediators, despite the fears of "professionalization" expressed
by some, have reason to support professional regulation of marketing practices to
prevent their ideals from being publicly compromised, assuming these codes gain
adequate power to actually deter the misuse of marketing techniques by professional
mediators. Thus, although some facilitative and transformative mediators deride
professionalization as a betrayal of mediation's grassroots commitment to
empowerment and inclusiveness, the failure to impose restrictive controls on
marketing may end in a more egregious betrayal of those origins, as the mediator's
commitment to communicative ethics disappears in a milieu of unregulated, profitoriented advertising.
For this reason, those who adhere to facilitative or transformative mediation
models may need to embrace professionalism in the form of marketing standards
that protect the "good image" of mediation in the face of increasing
commercialization. Professional codes of this sort need not empower an already
powerful set of gatekeepers, such as lawyer-mediators; instead, they can secure
ethical standards that promote the good intentions of practitioners and the welfare of
the public clientele. This does require, however, that facilitative and transformative
mediators organize within professional bodies to ensure that they have a voice in
deciding the shape of the profession. Given Durkheim's (1985, 141) pungent
representation of the "amoral character of economic life", and the fact that
mediation is increasingly a service exchanged for economic profit, it is more and
more imperative that ethical regulation of the profession be established to preserve
the symbolic and communicative dimensions of mediation in the face of market
pressures.
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Endnotes
1 We would like to thank Sean Byrne and Honggang Yang for their assistance in readying
this article for publication. We would also like to thank the two anonymous reviewers from
Peace and Conflict Studies for their helpful commentary on and constructive criticisms of an
earlier draft of this paper.
1 In its most general sense, "mediation" refers to a dispute resolution practice in which a
neutral intermediary facilitates a consensual resolution for parties in conflict, sparing them
the time, cost, and adversarial wrangling of the courtroom. This definition is consistent with
that used by the majority of our interviewees, although some commentators question the
assumption of mediator "neutrality" (see, for example, Cobb and Rifkin 1991) and the
presumed benefits of time and cost savings.
1 In larger markets such as Vancouver and Toronto, some mediators successfully practice
their craft full-time; however, in a smaller mediation market, such as Winnipeg, where there
exists less demand for cornrnercial mediations, very few mediators survive solely on the
basis of their mediation skills.
1 See also California Dispute Resolution Council, 2000; British Columbia Mediator Roster
Society, 2002; and, Family Mediation Canada, n.d.
1 Collins (1990, 25) refers to a similar process of 'status emulation': 'Within the specific
realm of professions, as occupations which have organized to restrict their work from market
competition, this creation of supra-markets takes place through a process of status
emulation. The success of older occupations in acquiring privileges for themselves sets up
models towards which other occupations can strive.' However, this term appears to refer
primarily to practices of emulating professionals who operate in other fields of occupational
activity, and who provide a model through which an occupational group can pursue market
closure. 'Mimetic practices', in contrast, also include efforts to appropriate the legitimacy
and the professional behaviours of competing occupational groups.
1 However, it should be noted that Family Mediation Canada sets criteria that are more
restrictive for its members than the Canadian Bar Association, perhaps due to a need for
tighter controls to be placed on an emerging profession. This said, the Canadian Bar
Association is better able to enforce its standards, as it has greater powers to discipline its
members.
1 We are not suggesting that mediators' (or other professionals, for that matter) practices are
entirely economic or entirely altruistic. Rather, we are merely noting that marketing
strategies focus on the altruistic dimension of the profession because it is believed that an
accent on the economic dimension turns away their potential clientele.
1 Evaluative mediators have already entered and accepted this realm of practice through their
efforts to meet the time and cost saving interests of cornrnercial clients.
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Abstract

This study examines and critiques the discursive construction of a Hobbesian "war
of all against all" in North American commercial news magazines. The prevalence
of war metaphors and related adversarial news schemas is documented over a
twenty year period, from 1981 to 2000, through an analysis of TIME and
Newsweek, along with their Canadian counterpart Maclean 's. After documenting
the pervasiveness of these discursive constructs, the paper discusses the underlying
causes and potential consequences of these patterns in commercial news discourse.
The paper concludes by asserting that this discursively constructed "war of all
against all" is highly problematic and unsustainable in an age of increasing social
and ecological interdependence. Accordingly, scholars who are interested in peace
and conflict resolution would do well to take into account the role that news
discourse and other forms of mass-mediated communication play in the
perpetuation of social conflict.
Thomas Hobbes, the seventeenth-century political philosopher, described
the natural human condition as a bellum omnium contra omnes - a war of all against
all (Hobbes 1968). Over three centuries after Hobbes offered this assessment,
humanity still appears to be engaged in a war of all against all - at least when
viewed through the prism of North American commercial journalism. On television
and in the pages of the print media we have become familiar with "the war on
poverty," "the war on drugs," "the battle for the White House," and many other
metaphorical wars. But how prevalent are these war metaphors and related
interpretive schema in North American news media? And what are the causes and
potential consequences?
This study uses discourse analysis to examine the social construction of a
metaphorical war of all against all in North American news magazines. To date, no
systematic effort has been made to measure the prevalence of war metaphors and
other adversarial news schema in the news media. Other peace researchers, such as
Galtung (2003), have critiqued "war and violence journalism" and articulated
alternative models such as "peace journalism." Yet this work tends to focus on the
way in which actual war or violent conflict is covered by the media, rather than the
way in which metaphorical war and metaphorical violence are constructed by the
media. On the other hand, Lakeoff and Johnson (1980) have examined the
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conceptual metaphor "argument is war," and discussed the way it structures human
perception and behavior, but not in the context of the media. Similarly, HartmannMahmud (2002) has critiqued the use of war metaphors in political rhetoric and
public policy agendas, but again, not in the context of the news media. Tannen's
(1998) examination of war metaphors in the media offers a thought-provoking
critique, but it relies on anecdotal examples rather than systematic analysis of media
content. Cappella and Jamieson (1997) have provided a more systematic analysis of
war metaphors in the news media, but only in the context of partisan politics and
election campaign coverage. Likewise, Clement (1987) has provided a valuable but
even narrower case study of journalistic war metaphors surrounding a US-Soviet
cold war summit.
Closely related to these studies of war metaphor, Condit (1994) has
critiqued the journalistic practice of framing public debates as simple "two-sided"
oppositions, and she has offered constructive alternatives to these news formulas,
using abortion coverage as a case study. Likewise, Richards (2000) has critiqued
the practice of framing news stories as metaphorical "fights" between two opposing
parties, and she has also offered constructive alternatives, using a dispute between a
monastery and a forest company as a case study. Finally, scholars such as
Rubenstein, Botes, Dukes, and Stephens (1994) have developed an even more
refined prescription for media coverage of conflict, grounded in the theory and
practice of conflict resolution.
Many of these studies offer insights into the problematic nature of war
metaphors and other adversarial news schema in the media, and some articulate
constructive alternatives, yet they still provide no empirical data regarding the
actual prevalence of these interpretive news frames. This study seeks to begin
filling this gap by measuring the prevalence of war metaphors and related
adversarial news schema in North American news media. Toward this end, we
analyze the American news magazines TIME and Newsweek, along with their
Canadian counterpart Maclean 's, over a twenty year period, from 1981 to 2000.
After documenting the prevalence of these discursive constructs in North American
news magazines, we discuss the causes and consequences.
Media Discourse
Media content is a form of public discourse. In contemporary cultural
studies, the term discourse refers to complex and widely shared systems of
representation that influence and reflect the ways that we think about, talk about,
and act in relation to a given subject (refer, for example, to discussions in Hall
1997; Foucault 1972; O'Sullivan ct al. 1994). Discourses play a role in constructing
our social reality. They serve as the productive scaffolding of human culture and
consciousness - enabling and constraining the ways we collectively think, talk, and
act.
Discourse analysis is an emerging methodology that studies the relatively
tangible traces of discourse, such as spoken, written, or visual texts, in order to
provide insights into the relatively intangible phenomena that they shape and reflect,
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such as human culture and consciousness. Underlying the methodology is a social
constructivist epistemology that traces back through philosophers and theorists such
as Gergen (1999), Foucault (1980), Berger and Luckmann (1966), Geertz (1973),
and Wittgenstein (1974), all of whom contributed to a recognition that language and
discourse not only reflect social reality but also construct it. Discourse analysis is
thus a method for "ascertaining the constructive effects of discourse through the
structured and systematic study of texts" (Phillips and Hardy 2002, 4).
Although discourse analysis focuses our attention on texts as material
manifestations of discourses, discourses transcend individual texts. Discourse
analysis therefore focuses on bodies of texts, as well as the social, political, and
economic contexts in which they are produced, in order to understand what kinds of
meanings and social practices a given discourse generates and how such meanings
and practices are maintained over time. As Phillips and Hardy explain,
Texts are not meaningful individually; it is only through their
interconnection with other texts, the different discourses on which they
draw, and the nature of their production, dissemination, and consumption
that they are made meaningful. Discourse analysis explores how texts are
made meaningful through these processes and also how they contribute to
the constitution of social reality by making meaning. (2002, 4)
Toward this end, discourse analysis draws on a wide range of theoretical models
and approaches (refer, for example, to van Dijk 1997, 1997). In the study that
follows, two related approaches are central. The first is metaphor analysis and the
second is news schema or news frame analysis.
Metaphors and cultural codes.
Metaphors are powerful discursive
constructs. More than mere poetic flourishes, metaphors are primary vehicles for
associative thought - which is a requisite of higher order human cognition. Stated
simply, metaphorical thought involves using one thing as a model for understanding
another. Sometimes metaphors function on a conscious and intentional level, but
often they function on an unconscious level. As Lakeoff and Johnson explain:
Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought
and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both
think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature ... The concepts that
govern our thought are not just matters of the intellect. They also govern
our everyday functioning, down to the most mundane details. Our concepts
structure what we perceive, how we get around in the world, and how we
relate to other people. Our conceptual system thus plays a central role in
defining our everyday realities. (1980, 3)
In this regard, metaphors are among the most basic constituents of cultural
codes. The term cultural codes, as it is used here, refers to widely shared rules of
correspondence - or structured relationships - between the elements of a cultural
system (Hall 1997; Eco 1976; Fiske 1982; Turner 1990). On the most basic level,
codes structure the relationship between signifiers and meanings in any given
language.
On a more abstract level, codes also structure the associative
relationships between different concepts, as in the case of metaphorical thought, as
well as the relationships between concepts and social practices. Cultural codes thus
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establish structures of human consc10usness as well as structures of social
organization. Some codes are learned or constructed through conscious effort and
others are internalized or produced in a largely unconscious manner. Regardless of
how they are transmitted and how they emerge, cultural codes establish rules of
correspondence, or conventions, through which thought, talk, and action become
mutually intelligible within a shared culture. Metaphors help to shape and reflect
such cultural codes (refer to discussions in Gannon 2001; Danesi and Perron 1999).
News schemas or frames. Metaphors often become the defining schema or
frame through which a news story is constructed. A schema, in this sense, is a
model or organizing framework through which an issue or event is interpreted
(Piaget 1973; Baddeley 1976). The term is generally used to explain how
"established ways of understanding, or ways of structuring experience, are used to
makes sense out of new situations .. . (as) the new is made to fit the pattern of the
familiar" (O'Sullivan et al. 1994, 276). For instance, if the public is already familiar
with the metaphorical construction of argument as war (Lakeoff and Johnson 1980,
4-5), then journalists can employ this schema in their coverage of any new public
policy debate that arises and the stories will be easily understood.
A frame is a closely related concept that is now widely employed in the
analysis of media content. The term frame was originally used in the early 1970s as
a psychological concept describing how individuals include, exclude, and organize
experience (Bateson 1972; Goffman 1974). The concept was later imported into
media analysis to describe how news media organize or construct reality (e.g.,
Gitlin 1980; Tuchman 1978). In brief, a news frame can be defined as "a central
organizing idea for news that supplies a context and suggests what the issue is
through the use of selection, emphasis, exclusion and elaboration" (Tankard et al.
1991 , 5).
Frames, of course, serve an unavoidable function in news. They allow
journalists and citizens to organize and make sense out of an almost infinite
universe of potentially available information. They become problematic, however,
when the same routine frames are uniformly employed throughout the media which tends to be the case, as media analysts like Cappella and Jamieson (1996)
have documented. In theory, different journalists and different media outlets could
provide diverse interpretive frames that offer contrasting insights into complex
issues and events. Such frames would be valuable resources for democratic
deliberation. In practice, however, different journalists and media outlets tend to
repeatedly recycle highly formulaic news frames "that reconstitute the world in
similar ways" (Dunwoody and Griffin 1993, 24).
For instance, one of these formulaic news frames appears to be what
Richards (2000) calls the "fighting frame," which is used by journalists as a
template for reporting controversy and conflict. This frame, as Richards found in
her case study of a Nova Scotia forestry dispute, "positions one side against another,
excluding the likely possibility that there are several sides in any given dispute,
simplifying the complexities of the issue, and often exacerbating conflict" (2000,
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479). Indeed, the study reported below was designed to measure the prevalence of
these, and related, adversarial news frames in North American news magazines.
Methods
This study examined 20 years of TIME, Newsweek, and Maclean 's
magazine, from 1981 to 2000. Every issue of every year was analyzed. All articles,
editorials, and letters to the editor containing three or more paragraphs of text were
counted and examined by scanning (i.e., quickly reading) the first three and last
three paragraphs, along with any accompanying headlines and captions. Exceptions
were made for articles in the arts, leisure, and entertainment sections, along with
advertisements and cartoons, which were not included in the study because the
study's focus was on public affairs stories.
All articles were coded according to four related categories that were
determined in advance. The categories were War/battle framing metaphors (WM),
Political campaign references (CR), Other adversarial news schema (OA), and
Actual war/military references (AW). For each article, the applicable code was
recorded, along with key phrases from the article that supported the coding decision.
The logic behind each category, as well as the protocol for recognizing each
category, was as follows:
War/battle framing metaphors were the main focus of the study. Articles
were recognized and coded as WM when phrasing in the text conjured up an image
of a military battle or campaign between two organized groups. Vocabulary that we
searched for included phrases such as "war of... " or "war on ... " and "battle of. .. "
or "battle on .... " In addition, we searched for other war-related terminology that
included, but was not limited to, words such as combat, invasion, conquest, retreat,
ambush, assault, attack, out-flank, surrender, trenches, defenses, arsenals,
embattled, and so forth - provided these terms were used in conjunction with other
related terms that collectively conjured up a metaphorical image of war. (Articles
about terrorism that employed war terminology, but were not actual territorial
disputes between armies or states, were classified as WM rather than AW; articles
about the "Cold War" were coded WM unless reference was made to actual military
confrontations or issues, in which case they were coded AW.)
Political campaign references were included when the term campaign was
specifically used in the context of a political election. The reason for this is that the
term was originally a military term before it was employed metaphorically as a
schema for understanding partisan political elections. ( Campaign comes from the
French campagne, which denoted open country suited to military maneuvers; hence
the term came to denote military operations.) Using the term in a political context
thus constitutes a war metaphor - albeit one that has become so familiar that it is
seldom consciously recognized as such. For this reason, we coded CR separately
from WM because it constitutes a special case of WM. However, when the term
campaign was used in contexts other than political elections, it was coded either
WM or AW, depending on the nature of the story.
Other adversarial news schema was a category containing stories or
references that constructed public issues and events as simplistic two-sided
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confrontations - but not through war metaphors. OA stories were recognized by
their reduction of complex and multifaceted issues down to simple confrontational
dualisms - polarized conflicts and binary oppositions - whether physical, verbal, or
ideological. This category was included because it constitutes a close cousin of the
WM frame (i.e., it is a product of similar journalistic norms and it raises similar
concerns about social consequences). OA vocabulary that we searched for included
phrases such as "the right versus the left" or "liberals versus conservatives";
constructs depicting only "two sides to the issue" as well as "winners and losers";
and polarizing labels depicting "pro-x" and "anti-x" groups where x is the issue of
the day. We also searched for terminology that included, but was not limited to,
words such as fight, confrontation, opposition, antagonists, and adversaries provided these terms were used in conjunction with other related terms that
collectively conjured up an image of simple two-sided conflict. The OA category
did not, however, include references to open-ended competition between multiple
individuals or groups, such as in a free market economy.
Actual war/military references made up the final category. AW articles
included all articles about or with references to actual wars or battles, as well as
articles about or with reference to armed forces, military spending, military
preparedness, military strategy, military history, the arms race, the militaryindustrial complex, arms sales, military coups, armed guerilla warfare, etc. This
category was included in part to provide a comparison between the prevalence of
actual war stories and metaphorical war frames. It was also included because actual
war stories contribute to the overall construction of the metaphorical war of all
against all in mainstream commercial journalism.
In cases where articles contained more than one category, the category that
was most dominant or prevalent within the article was coded. Finally, intercoder
reliability was tested by having two coders independently code every issue in 3
randomly selected years from each magazine.

Results
For TIME magazine, 20,799 articles were examined across the twenty-year
period from 1981-2000, which is an average of 20 articles per issue or 1040 articles
per year. War/battle framing metaphors were found in 17% of all articles examined
(avg. = 3.4 articles/issue or 176.8 articles/year); political campaign references were
found in 6% of all articles (avg. = 1.2 articles/issue or 62.4 articles/year); other
adversarial news schema were found in 11 % of all articles ( avg. = 2.2 articles/issue
or 114.4 articles/year); and actual war/military references were found in 13% of all
articles (avg. = 2.6 articles/issue or 135.2 articles/year). For a summary of results
by year, see Table 1.
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Table 2. Coding results for Newsweek magazine, by year (1981-2000).
For Maclean's magazine, 19,217 articles were examined across the twentyyear period from 1981-2000, which is an average of 18.5 articles per issue or 961
articles per year. War/battle framing metaphors were found in 14% of all articles
examined (avg. = 2.6 articles/issue or 134.5 articles/year); political campaign
references were found in 6% of all articles (avg. = 1.1 articles/issue or 57.7
articles/year); other adversarial news schema were found in 12% of all articles
(avg. = 2.2 articles/issue or 115.3 articles/year); and actual war/military references
were found in 10% of all articles (avg. = 1.85 articles/issue or 96.1 articles/year).
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For Newsweek magazine, 22,882 articles were examined across the twentyyear period from 1981-2000, which is an average of 22 articles per issue or 1144
articles per year. War/battle framing metaphors were found in 15% of all articles
examined (avg. = 3.3 articles/issue or 171.6 articles/year); political campaign
references were found in 7% of all articles (avg. = 1.5 articles/issue or 80.1
articles/year); other adversarial news schema were found in 9% of all articles (avg.
= 2 articles/issue or I 03 articles/year); and actual war/military references were
found in 10% of all articles (avg. = 2.2 articles/issue or 114.4 articles/year). For a
summary ofresults by year, sec Table 2 below.
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For a summary ofresults by year, see Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Coding results for Maclean 's magazine, by year (1981-2000).
Within the twenty-year period there were no significant upward or
downward trends for any of the categories in any of the magazines. Normal
variations in the occurrence of any given category from year to year within each
magazine could be attributed partly to changing historical context (e.g., the
occurrence of a political campaign, the eruption of a war, or the emergence of an
acutely controversial public policy debate), partly to journalistic and editorial
idiosyncrasies that varied from year to year within each magazine, and partly to
intercoder variations. The intercoder reliability, however, was generally very good
for a study of this type, averaging 92% overall. Broken down by category,
intercoder reliability was 86% for war/battle framing metaphors; 90% for political
campaign references; 96% for other adversarial news schema, and 96% for actual
war/military references.
It should also be noted that there appears to be little difference between
American and Canadian news constructions, as the average occurrences of each
category in Tables 1, 2, and 3 demonstrates (i.e., TIME: 17%, 6%, 11 %, and 13%
respectively; Newsweek: 15%, 7%, 9%, and 10%; and Maclean's: 14%, 6%, 12%,
and 10%). The overall combined averages for all three magazines were as follows:
War/battle framing metaphors characterized 15% of all articles; political campaign
references characterized 7% of all articles; other adversarial news schema
characterized 11 % of all articles; and actual war/military references characterized
11 % of all articles.
Taken separately, these percentages may not appear very noteworthy.
When they are aggregated together, however, the results are striking. In this regard,
the first three categories can actually be understood as subsets of a single formulaic
news frame that routinely reduces complex public affairs stories into simple and
dramatic binary oppositions through the use of adversarial metaphors. Overall, 33%
of all articles examined in all magazines conformed to this formulaic news frame -
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which we call the Adversarial Metaphor Stories. When actual war stories are
aggregated with these adversarial metaphor stories, we can see the sum total of all
articles about actual wars as well as metaphorically constructed wars,
confrontations, and contests - which we call the War of All Against All Stories.
Overall, 44% of all articles in all magazines fell into this category, as illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: All Magazines, aggregated results.
In addition, it should be noted that the actual occurrence of war metaphors
and other adversarial news schema was likely higher than our findings suggest. Our
results were conservative for two reasons. First, as detailed in the methods section
above, the study only examined articles that were three or more paragraphs long, yet
when the articles were substantially longer, only the first three and last three
paragraphs were examined. This approach enabled us to detect the majority of war
metaphors and other adversarial news schema (which tended, according to a pilot
sample, to occur most frequently in headlines and at the beginning and end of
articles), while also enabling us to maximize the sample size. However, spot checks
demonstrated that some additional war metaphors and other adversarial news
schema could be found in the mid-sections of longer articles. Therefore a more
thorough reading should have yielded even higher occurrences.
The second reason that these results were conservative is that the scanning
methods employed in coding all articles required coders to spend a maximum of 30
minutes per magazine issue - which meant that coders were quickly skimming,
rather than closely reading, each article. Again, this allowed us to maximize the
sample size still achieving reasonably accurate, if not slightly conservative, results.
Not surprisingly, spot checks demonstrated that some additional war metaphors and
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other adversarial news schema would have been found if more careful readings
were possible even for the first three and last three paragraphs of every article.
Finally, coders recorded key metaphorical phrases as they coded, which are
presented below in an illustrative rather than exhaustive manner, due to the
overwhelming length of an exhaustive list. For instance, coders found that during
the last two decades of the twentieth century, North America was metaphorically
engulfed in "culture wars," "gender wars," "class wars," "propaganda wars,"
"environmental wars," "abortion wars," and "race wars" - not to mention "car
wars," "star wars," "air wars," "fare wars," "price wars," "ad wars," "cola wars,"
"banana wars," and even "diaper wars." Furthermore, various groups were
allegedly engaged in a "war against feminism," not to be confused with the "war on
terrorism"; and a "war against STDs," not to be confused with the "war against
SUVs" - all which coincided with the "war on drugs," the "war on crime," the "war
on poverty," the "war on homelessness," the "war on parents," the "war on
families," and "the war on childhood." Meanwhile, other skirmishes were fought in
the shadow of these larger wars, including the "battle over social security" and the
"battle over the Bible." The "battle for the White House" was fought repeatedly
during the period of our study, as was the "battle for the flag" and the "battle for
public opinion." Finally, between the ongoing "political battles," "budget battles,"
"tax battles," "spending battles," "labor battles," "ballot battles," "bureaucratic
battles," "custody battles," "turf battles," and "border battles," it was easy to lose
sight of the "prime time battles" and "ratings wars" fought between media
conglomerates over who got to cover which skirmishes within this war of all against
all.

Discussion
The purpose of this study is not to suggest that social conflicts should be
glossed over by simple "feel-good" media coverage. As Rubenstein et al. (1994)
points out, social conflicts warrant media attention. Democratic societies cannot
address conflicts effectively if democratic publics are not aware of them and
informed about them. However, when complex conflicts are reduced to simple
binary oppositions - through metaphorical wars and fights - publics are not
adequately informed. As Tannen explains, "framing news as a fight between two
sides often results in needed information not getting out - and even in false
information getting spread" (1998, 30). Moreover, such simplistic formulas grant a
public audience to only the most extreme and irreconcilable voices and views within
a conflict, thus shaping the course and outcome of the conflict.
When polarized debate is sought, those with the greatest expertise are often
rejected or refuse to take part because they resist slotting complex issues
into a simplified debate format. Those who are willing or eager to cloak
their moderate expertise - or lack of it - in fiery capes are given the
platform instead. When this happens, the entire society loses. (Tannen
1998, 47)
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For these reasons, the consistent patterns of news discourse identified in this study
raise significant concerns. In short, we might ask ourselves if the war of all against
all that is projected by our commercial news media is a just or sustainable war in an
age where social and ecological problems defy simplistic solutions born of binary
oppositions. Moreover, what are the causes and consequences of these patterns in
news discourse? Given that the metaphorical war of all against all in North
American news magazines is a cultural construct, the concept of cultural codes
provides a useful framework for answering these questions. As discussed earlier in
this paper, cultural constructs are learned and transmitted through cultural codes,
which are widely shared rules of correspondence, or structured relationships,
between the elements of a cultural system. Cultural codes give structure to human
consciousness as well as to human social organization. Cultural codes therefore
have psycho-structural and socio-structural expressions, and we need to look at
both to understand the patterns of news discourse identified above (adapted from
Ross 1993).
The term psycho-structural refers to culturally contingent structures of
human consciousness (i.e., internal structures of the human mind). These include
culturally shared attitudes, values, beliefs, and response tendencies that _are acquired
through processes of social learning. The term socio-structural, on the other hand,
refers to culturally contingent structures of social organization (i.e., external
institutional structures). These include political, economic, legal, and other social
institutions or arrangements, such as structures of authority, relations of production,
systems of resource distribution, and divisions of labor. Of course, these two
dimensions of culture need to be understood dialectically. Both are inseparably
related and mutually informing. Nonetheless, they serve as useful analytical
categories because they highlight the way that cultures shape, and are shaped by, the
interior world of the human mind as well as the exterior world of social
organization. As Ross (1993) demonstrates in his work on culture and conflict,
culture cannot be understood adequately without reference to both.
These analytical distinctions provide a useful model for explaining the
social construction of a metaphorical war of all against all in North American news
magazines. On the one hand, war metaphors and related schemas must, to some
degree, reflect the psycho-structural make-up of significant numbers of people
within North America. This includes journalists and editors who routinely draw
upon such schemas to construct news stories. It also includes the news-reading
citizen/consumers who continue, quite literally, to "buy into" such constructs as
valid and useful representations of social reality. On the other hand, war metaphors
and related schemas must also reflect the socio-structural pressures and constraints
of North American institutions. Among these institutions are ad-revenue-dependent
media organizations (such as TIME, Newsweek, and Maclean 's), whose primary
economic function is to manufacture audiences, through the construction of
spectacle, in order to sell their attention to advertisers (Debord 1990, 1977; Smythe
1981; Jhally 1987). No less important are the partisan political organizations, legal
adversary systems, and other social institutions - including lucrative recreation and
entertainment industries - that routinely structure human activity as two-sided
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contests between diametrically opposed adversaries. These social institutions
provide much of the raw material that commercial media then selectively amplify in
order to construct the spectacle of a war of all against all. From an economic
standpoint, such spectacle is a relatively inexpensive and thus highly profitable way
to manufacture a mass audience that can be sold to advertisers.
The metaphorical war of all against all in North American news magazines
thus derives from deeply embedded cultural codes, which structure the patterns of
human thought and social organization just described. This is not to say that the
social construction of war metaphors and other adversarial news schema lacks any
biological foundation. Clearly, human beings have the biological capacity for all
manner of adversarial conflict, including war. This capacity has been expressed in
various forms throughout history and it continues to be expressed in various forms
today. However, undue attention to adversarial conflict obscures the equally (if not
more) important human capacity for cooperation and mutuality.
In this regard, though the Hobbesian view of human nature has dominated
Western social and political thinking in recent centuries, a new consensus is
emerging regarding human nature. Across all fields of human study - biology,
anthropology, psychology, sociology, economics, etc. - the emerging consensus is
that humans have the genetic capacity for both competition and cooperation, or
adversarialism and mutualism (refer, for example, to discussions of this theme in
Ross 1993; Seville 1987; Rose, Lewontin, and Kamin 1987; Howell and Willis
1989; Becker 1976; Collard 1978; Hammond 1975; Hollander 1990; Margulis and
Fester 1991; Margulis 1998; Zamagni 1995; Lunati 1992; Axelrod 1984; Bergstrom
and Stark 1993; Samuelson 1993; Casti 1994; Simon 1990; Rushton 1982; Frank,
Gilovich, and Regan 1993). Accordingly, which of these capacities is more fully
expressed is a function of culture.
This is where the construction of a metaphorical war of all against all in
North American news magazines should raise some concern. What might be the
consequences of naturalizing adversarial expressions of human nature in the media?
The media function as an important socializing institution through which we learn
what it means to be human. Furthermore, our perceptions about what it means to be
human influence our social norms and social behavior. As Zamagni explains, there
is growing evidence that "our beliefs about human nature help shape human nature
itself, in the sense that what we think about ourselves and our possibilities
determine what we aspire to become" (1995, xxi).
Of course, the commercial media are not the only socializing institutions
that shape our perceptions of human nature and normal social behavior. Yet, in our
hyper-mediated society, most people rely on the commercial media as their primary
source of news about the world around them. Moreover, cultivation theory suggests
that over time, repeated exposure to a consistent and pervasive stream of media
representations can influence human perceptions and behavior in a collective and
cumulative manner (Morgan and Signorielli 1990; Weimann 2000). This is because
cultures are cultivated through the "stories" we repeatedly tell about ourselves.
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If one of the primary narrative devices in contemporary news media is the

war metaphor, along with other closely related adversarial news schema, then
normative adversarialism (Fellman 1988; Karlberg 2004) may well be a cultivated
value in North America. Furthermore, cultivation theory suggests that processes of
cultivation can reinforce and sustain existing cultural perceptions and behaviors
once established, as well as diminish the rate at which anti-social perceptions and
behaviors are mitigated by other cultural forces, such as pro-social trends in
parenting and education. Of course, cultivation effects are extremely difficult to
empirically verify, and this study was not designed to test for such effects.
However, when the results of this study are viewed through the lens of cultivation
theory, they raise important concerns about the consequences of the metaphorical
war of all against all in North American news magazines.
Other concerns also present themselves.
For instance, from an
epistemological perspective, if most news stories reduce complex social issues
down to simplistic two-sided conflicts, does this tend to constrain the public's
capacity to think about issues in a complex and multi-faceted manner? Does it
result in a developmentally arrested culture, stuck somewhere around the stages of
basic dualism in William Perry's (1970) scheme of intellectual development, or
reflecting S. I. Hayakawa's "Two-Valued Orientation" (1939)? Assuming that the
social construction of reality theory has any validity, the answer to this
epistemological question would have to be a qualified yes. We qualify this answer
because the commercial news media are clearly not the only matrix within which
epistemological development occurs. However, many other North American
institutions appear to cultivate similarly dualistic modes of thought and perception.
The most notable example of this is the mode of oppositional debate that
characterizes decision-making in our political and legal institutions, and is still
valorized as a model for critical thinking in many educational and academic
settings. In the context of this larger culture of binary oppositions, war metaphors
and other adversarial news schemas in the media would appear to reinforce
widespread constraints on cognitive development within a population. At the very
least, they do little to encourage the development of cognitive complexity.
Given the increasingly complex nature of the problems that contemporary
societies face, this epistemological matter should be a cause for serious concern.
Reducing multifaceted problems down to binary oppositions may have been a
reasonably effective epistemological strategy in simpler times. However, our
technological and reproductive success as a species has transformed the conditions
of our own existence. The increasing complexity of the social and ecological
problems we now face as members of a global comrtmnity leave such
epistemologies impotent at best and perilous at worst.
Consider just one example: One typical news construct that prevailed
throughout the 1990s was "the war in the woods" over old-growth forests in the
Pacific Northwest. The alleged opponents in this war were "loggers" versus
"environmentalists." The alleged stakes were "jobs" versus "the environment"
(sometimes simply ''jobs" versus "the spotted owl"). These simple dualisms
provided the framework for regular news stories that reduced significant and
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complex public policy issues, involving numerous stakeholders in a global
community, down to localized battles between chain-saw-slinging-blue-collar
workers and tree-hugging-hippie radicals. In these stories, the multi-national
forestry companies and their shareholders and lobbyists were rendered virtually
invisible; as were the national and international consumers of wood and pulp/fiber
products; as were the trades-people and professionals who earned their livelihood
working with those products; as were the native communities whose traditional
hunting grounds, fishing watersheds, and sacred lands were often at risk; as were
the recreational users and visitors of the forests ; as were the large segments of the
public who valued the forests for aesthetic and spiritual reasons even though they
seldom had opportunities to visit them; as were the many other stakeholder groups
including, perhaps most notably, large numbers of environmentally-conscious and
concerned loggers who had no local tenure over the land they worked, no say
regarding the clear-cut harvesting techniques they were employed to practice, no
say over the publicly-subsidized concentration and mechanization of a forest
industry that was increasingly putting them out of work even as it was moving land
tenure and harvesting techniques further and further along what many observers
consider to be an economically and ecologically unsustainable path.
Why care about such simplistic media renderings? After all, a cynic might
say, "it's just the media; we can' t expect them to delve into such complexity, and no
one takes them seriously anyway, right"? Wrong. Modem democratic systems are
premised on the theory that the media play an essential role in processes of
democratic communication that can lead to informed public opinion which in turn
can influence public policy through electoral processes and other means (refer, for
example, to discussions of this theme in Hackett and Zhao 1998; Y ankelovitch
1991; Keane 1991; McQuail 1992; Habermas 1994; Curran 1996). Yet how can
any informed public opinion emerge regarding such significant public policy issues
when much of the public's only access to information about such issues is through a
media lens that routinely reduces them down to simple but dramatic confrontations
between two diametrically opposed caricatures? Clearly it cannot (refer to
discussions in Richards 2000; Condit 1994).
Moreover, the extent of the media's influence on our understanding and
perceptions of a given issue tends to be inversely proportional to the amount of
direct experience we have with that given issue. As Potter explains:
If a person's knowledge structure is composed primarily of information
only from the media, then this structure may be dominated by mediastimulated generalizations and internalizations from the media world. In
many topics, we have no choice but to rely primarily on media information.
This is what makes the media such a powerful socializing influence - we
[often] cannot check out the media's information by comparing it to
information from other sources such as real life ... This is true of almost all
news content. (2001, 308)
There are, of course, other intervening variables, such as interpersonal
communication networks, education level, and so forth, which also affect the extent
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of media influence on perception (refer, for example, to the discussion of this theme
in Jeffres 1997). Yet when the vast majority of the voting public has little direct
experience with issues such as the economy or ecology of forest practices in the
Pacific Northwest, then their understanding of the public policy issues involved is
partially, if not entirely, dependent on media representations of those issues.
Returning to the metaphorical war of all against all, our concern is not with
media coverage of conflict, but with the simplistic polarizing templates that tend to
be used to cover conflict. For all of the reasons discussed above, the patterns of
news discourse identified in this study raise significant concerns. The metaphorical
war of all against all that is projected by our commercial news media is neither a
just nor sustainable war in an age where social and ecological problems defy
simplistic solutions born of binary oppositions. Given that these patterns in media
discourse reflect and transmit underlying cultural codes, we need to ask ourselves
whether these cultural codes, which emerged under very different historical
conditions, will prove adaptive or maladaptive in the age of heightened global
interdependence that is approaching. In this regard, all who are interested in peace
and conflict resolution would do well to tum their attention to the role that news
discourse and other forms of mass-mediated communication play in the
perpetuation and exacerbation of social conflict.
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The Greek Cypriots made a clear choice to reject the Annan Plan for their country in a
r~ferendum in April 2004. The Annan Plan offered a dichotomous choice to the
electorate to accept or reject a federal solution to reunite Cyprus. In this paper, the
author investigates the Greek Cypriot population 's preferences for a solution to the
Cyprus Problem by peiforming multivariate analyses of data obtained from one
thousand Greek Cypriots.following the April 2004 referendum. The analyses.find that
preferences.for solutions are a.function of age and attitudes towards the ability of the
two communities to interact successfully. Younger Greek Cypriots tend to pr~fer some
form of separation while the older ones prefer some form of unification. Those who
feel that the communities can co-mingle tend to favor unification. R~fugee status,
socio-economic status, and educational levels appear to play little or no role in
shaping preferences for a solution.
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In April 2004, both the Turkish Cypriot and the Greek Cypriot electorates
went to vote on a referendum to decide whether to accept or reject the Annan Plan,
a UN plan to unify Cyprus into one federal state. The Annan Plan is a proposal to
end the longstanding Cyprus Problem via the unification of the island into a federal
state with two equal constituent states, one Turkish Cypriot and one Greek Cypriot.
There are many controversial issues dealt with in the Annan Plan such as territorial
modifications to the current de facto states, the question of the return of refugees,
property provisions, the creation of a Reconciliation Commission, and the
demilitarization of the island.
The Greek Cypriots and the Turkish Cypriots in simultaneously held
referenda had a dichotomous choice on April 241\ 2004 and apparently had very
different views on the UN's plan. The majority (65%) of the Turkish Cypriots
voted to accept the Annan Plan. However, the majority (76%) of Greek Cypriots
voted to reject the Annan Plan. With the Greek Cypriot rejection of the Annan
Plan, it is back to the drawing board and a panoply of solutions, including
permanent separation.
The Cyprus Problem has a long history and has been dealt with in detail by
many (e.g., Attalides, 1979; O'Malley & Craig 1999). In brief, the current political
situation is a direct result of the 1974 coup by Greek Cypriot nationalists who
attempted to attain unification with Greece, in violation of the Republic's
independence agreement. Turkey replied to the coup with an invasion and
subsequent occupation of 37% of the island's landmass. Eventually, the areas of the
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island occupied by the Turkish military were declared the "Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus," a political entity that lacks international political recognition.
Two de facto states govern areas that are mostly ethnically cleansed. Nearly all
Turkish Cypriots live in the unrecognized state in the northern areas of the island
and nearly all Greek Cypriots live in the internationally recognized Republic of
Cyprus. There are a large number of refugees living in each part of the island.
Cyprus remains an island divided politically and ethnically under two de
facto states. With the resounding Greek Cypriot rejection of the UN's proposal for
unification of the island under a federal umbrella, there is need to learn about the
Greek Cypriots' desires for a solution. While Turkish Cypriots are generally
willing to embrace an offer that puts them in a federal situation with Greek
Cypriots, Greek Cypriots are not.
Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots likely view the UN's proposal
differently because of their very different political and economic situations. Greek
Cypriots view a federation negatively because it implies recognition of a Turkish
Cypriot state. This is a contentious point among Greek Cypriots because they
frequently describe the Turkish Cypriot de facto state as "illegal." In addition,
Greek Cypriots know that they will be paying for much of the costs of unification
because they are the wealthier of the two ethnicities.
Turkish Cypriots generally desire unification because it puts them firmly
into the European Union without making the sacrifices to make it possible. This is a
definite plus for the Turkish Cypriots because, at present, they live in a gray zone in
which they are technically in the European Union, although they live under a
government that is unrecognized. In a federative set-up, Turkish Cypriots would
benefit from gaining implied recognition of their current de facto state. In addition,
Turkish Cypriots know that they will not be expected to pay for much of the
unification costs, because they do not have the means to do so.
But viewing the two major ethnic groups as monoliths lacks depth, since
both of the ethnic groups on the island of Cyprus may have segments with different
perspectives of unification on the island (Coufadakis, 2004, p. 77). Indeed, 24% of
the Greek Cypriot electorate voted in favor of the Annan Plan, illustrating that there
is not unanimity of opinion in Cyprus based upon ethnicity. The purpose of this
research is to delve into the political preferences of Greek Cypriots, since it is the
ethnicity that seems to be the major stumbling block to the international
community's best offer to assist in solving the Cyprus Problem. Much more must
be known about the preferences of Greek Cypriots, if future proposals by the
international community are to be developed. This research seeks to determine if
refugee status, age, socioeconomic status, opinions toward coexistence of the
communities, and educational background plays a role in conditioning Greek
Cypriot preferences for a solution to the Cyprus Problem.
This analysis is not an evaluation of the Annan Plan nor an analysis of the
problems encountered while marketing the Annan Plan to the Cypriots. Others have
dealt thoroughly in the issues brought up by the Annan Plan and the failure to
convince Greek Cypriots to embrace the UN proposal (see Coufadakis, 2004;
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Jakobsson-Hatay, 2004). Instead, this piece is an investigation of the demographic
and attitudinal attributes influencing Greek Cypriot preferences for a solution
typology. Such preferences are important to understand since the solution to the
Cyprus Problem may ultimately be placed in the hands of the electorate, as it was in
April 2004.
The Literature and Hypotheses
There is substantial literature written about Cyprus and its politics, much of
which is centered on how to solve the Cyprus Problem. Demetriou (2004) produced
an impressive work linking most of the academic articles dealing with the conflict
over Cyprus. In her analysis, the social science literature on the topic has developed
through three stages. The major stages of development of the literature, she argues,
went through an "early" period (1950-1974), a "positioned approach" period (19751990) and an "analytic plurality" period (1990-2003). She argues that early studies
of the politics of Cyprus dealt largely with the ethnic problems on the island,
including the different perspectives on the role of British administration of the
island. In the "positioned approaches" phase of the academic works, authors
generally deal with the ethnicities on the island and their positions vis-a-vis the
other major nationalities on the island. In this period, writers tended to write about
the positions of the Greek Cypriots and the Turkish Cypriots as groups with certain
interests and the external players in the Cyprus conflict (Greece, Turkey, Britain,
and the US) in much the same way. In the final period, the period of "analytical
plurality," the literature has showed a blossoming of the issues within the study of
the conflict over Cyprus but also an increasing plurality of approaches away from
the statist and realpolitik approaches in the earlier analyses.
What is especially notable about the research on Cyprus and the Cyprus
Problem is the overwhelming bulk of the writings on the topic deal with the
structural difficulties in solving the problem (see Hutchence & Georgiades, 1999;
Joseph, 1999; Joseph, 2000; Kyriakou, 2000; Peristianis, 1998; Richmond, 2001;
Theophanous, 1996; Theophanous, 2000). These structural approaches usually
entail illustrating which structural arrangements are necessary in order to make a
solution work or stress the role that external actors can play in solving the Cyprus
Problem. Out of analytical necessity, these approaches tend to view Greek Cypriot
and Turkish Cypriot positions as a monolith. Typical in these approaches is the
notion that Turkish Cypriots or Greek Cypriots "want" or "need" a specific political
concession, something that Demetriou (2004, p.9-10) has pointed out.
It is understandable that the structural aspects of the Cyprus Problem since
the political aspects of the problem involve an internal and external dimension, as
Milne (2003) illustrates. He argues that the Cyprus Problem is complicated because
the island has to deal with an internal set of relationships while also dealing with a
related set of external relationships. The internal relationships are the questions
pertaining to making a situation in which the two major ethnic groups on the island
can live together peacefully and successfully, while the external relationships deal
with the external stakeholders in Cyprus (Turkey, Greece, the UK, the USA, the
UN, and the EU). With this complicated mix of stakeholders in the political
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situation in Cyprus, it is understandable that the literature tends to use what Allison
and Zelikov (1999) describe as a "classical" model. Indeed, the basic model,
viewing the conflict over Cyprus from a macro perspective can do a great deal in
terms of describing the political situation and making judgments regarding a
possible solution without having to go into detail about the standard operational
procedures of the organizations involved nor the particular perspectives of the
individuals involved in the conflict and negotiations for a settlement.
What is also notable in the literature is the role of external actors in solving
the Cyprus Problem. Many writings focus on the role of the UN or foreign powers
in creating or fixing the Cyprus Problem (see Attalides, 1979; Diez, 2002; O'Malley
& Craig, 1999; Richmond, 2002). Such approaches delve into how the problem was
created and suggest which international actors can play a role in helping to bring
about a solution. These approaches generally look into the causes of the split on the
island and do make suggestive remarks about the necessary pre-conditions for a
solution. The European Union and entry into the European Union for many, was
seen as a major catalyst for solution, although Richmond (2001) argues the
opposite.
Another segment of the literature concentrates on the role of nationalism
and underscores the competing nationalisms' influence on developing the current
problem and as impediments to a solution (Richmond, 1999; Stravrinides, 1975).
Although not void of the international dimensions of the ethnic conflict, such
approaches view the political problem on the island as a function of the ethnic
conflict, rather than the outcome of foreign influence. Such works generally view
the solution to the problem via communication across ethnic lines and confidencebuilding measures, while recognizing the positions of the nationalities on the island
have different needs from a solution.
Although the vast majority of the literature on the Cyprus Problem deals
with the macro political position of Cyprus, there is a substantial literature dealing
with questions pertaining to refugees (see for example, Hadjiyanni, 2001; Loizos,
1975; Loizos, 1977; Loizos, 1981; Zetter, 1994). This particular segment of the
literature is that it deals in-depth with the major issues of a part of the population in
Cyprus that has suffered directly from loss due to the invasion and the subsequent
political developments. A major thrust in the research is that refugee status is an
important point of a person's identity and is even transmitted to the young, as
Hadjiani (2001) points out. There are repeated references in the literature to the
desire of the refugees to return to their lands. This is especially understandable in
Cyprus, a country where land is seen as the most important way for investing for the
future (Zetter, 1994). Loss of land, for those who became refugees meant a loss of
investment that many are eager to get back.
The vast literature on the Cyprus Problem deals with macro issues of the
structure of a solution and the necessary international environment to make a
solution workable. However, few have delved deeply into the public opinion issues.
One notable exception to this is Broomc's (1998) essay in which he reported the
outcome of conflict resolution activities. In his essay, Broome (1998) explains
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many of the attitudinal aspects that were important for the project. Although not a
direct quantitative analysis of public opinion, the piece does look into the problems
of getting people from the two major ethnicities on the island to work together and
highlights the importance of political and social attitudes in terms of bringing
people together from the two sides of the dividing line.
In short, the literature pertaining to Cyprus and the Cyprus Problem is
highly limited. There is a substantial literature written about the Problem but there
are limited perspectives. The literature is filled with assessments and commentary
about the particular perspectives of the major ethnic groups on the island and the
perspectives of the international stakeholders but there is little in-depth analysis of
public opinion in the academic literature. No works have systematically tested
propositions about the preferences for a solution using a large dataset.
This . piece will attempt to fill in the need of the literature by rigorously
testing hypotheses to learn about Greek Cypriot perceptions of the acceptability of
various structural solutions to the Cyprus Problem. We seek to test the following
five hypotheses;
I. Refugees tend to prefer solutions that lead to unification of the island.
2. Younger Greek Cypriots prefer solutions that stress division of the island.
3. The higher social classes prefer solutions that stress division of the island.
4. More educated Greek Cypriots will favor continued division of the island.
5. Greek Cypriots who are more optimistic about interacting with Turkish
Cypriots will tend to favor solutions that stress unification of the island.
The literature has established that refugees are different from other citizens
due to their life experience. This life experience has also been passed down to those
who were born after the events of 1974. As a group, refugees have a strong
personal stake in some form of reunification. Many of the refugees hold land
claims and therefore are likely to receive financial rewards either by having their
lands returned to them or by payment in kind following a political solution on the
island. Land, as Zetter (1994) pointed out, is a major source of savings and
investment in Cypriot society. Refugees are unlikely to receive the economic
windfalls if the status quo is continued or if a formalized separation of the country
is agreed upon. Therefore, we expect refugees to be more in favor of solutions that
stress unification of the country.
We also expect major differences in preferences based upon age. We
expect that younger respondents will show a preference for continuation of the
status quo or a two state solution as younger respondents have lived under the status
quo and know no other situation and a two state solution is merely a de Jure
acknowledgement of the status quo political division of the island. This has been
brought up in explaining why the Annan Plan was rejected (Jakobsson-Hatay, 2004,
p. 5) but this may also reflect upon the basis of the solution. The young have grown
up in separation and to them it may not only seem a normal state, but also a
preferred state. For the older respondents, we expect that they would prefer
unification or a federal solution, as many of them grew up in an environment in
which there was not a political division of the island and wish to have the political
situation ante helium restored.
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This work will also experiment with two other demographic attributes,
socioeconomic status and highest education received. Socioeconomic status is also
a suspected influence on preferences for a political solution. Socioeconomic status
indicates an individual's benefits from the economic and political status quo of a
society. We expect those respondents with a higher socioeconomic status to prefer
division, either in the form of a continuation of the status quo or a two state
solution, as they are the ones who benefit from the division of the island. Highest
education level achieved is also a consideration in the analysis as we expect that
those respondents with lower levels of education have been exposed to greater
amounts of nationalism and ideology and have not had the chance to experience
higher educational levels in which critical thought and reflection are more valued.
Finally, in this work, we will explore the notion that attitudes, and not just
demographic characteristics, play an important role, as Broome (1998) has pointed
out. Optimism regarding the ability of the two major ethnicities to peacefully live
side by side is a major hypothesized influence on preferences. This is not a
tautological relationship because the opinion toward the ability of the two major
ethnicities to interact does not imply a preferred political structure. Indeed,
ethnicities may be able to interact quite well under very different structural types.
Fieldwork and Data Collection
Several questions were asked to learn about Greek Cypriot public opinion
relating to rapprochement between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots following
the April 2004 Annan Plan referendum. CYMAR Market Research Ltd., a
respected market research company operating in Cyprus, was commissioned to do
the fieldwork and data processing for the study. The study was done as part of a
commercially available omnibus study, a study that is run on a regular basis by
market research companies, allowing for persons to purchase questions.
CYMAR conducted face-to-face interviews with respondents throughout
the Greek Cypriot areas of the island during May of 2004. The sample was
generally representative of the population of the island in terms of gender, region,
and urban/rural location. Random selection methods were used to find the
respondents. Interviewers arrived in neighborhoods in urban areas and villages in
rural areas and walked from door-to-door, using guidelines determined by CYMAR
to ensure as random a sample of the population in Greek Cyprus as possible.
Using omnibus services for such a study has strengths and weaknesses.
Because omnibus studies are shared studies, costs are minimized and this is
beneficial to the academic with limited resources available for research. In addition,
professionals organize, gather, and make the data machine readable, making it much
easier for the researcher to concentrate on and specialize in formulating the crucial
questions and analyzing the data. A weakness is that modification of the sample
used by the market research firm is not possible, since such modifications are not
feasible on a standardized product offered by a market research firm. As a result,
respondents in this study were only between the ages of 18 and 65, since older
respondents, apparently, are not interesting to most business customers.
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Dependent Variables: Preferences for a solution
There are several dependent variables for this analysis. Respondents were
asked, "What do you think the best permanent solution for the island is?"
Responses were pre-coded as "like now/status quo," "two separate states," "federal
solution," or "unification." Interviewers placed the open-ended response into the
category that best fit the respondent's response to the question. Around a third of
those interviewed reported that they preferred some sort of division-about 16%
said that they favored the status quo and 13% stated a preference for a two state
solution. However, the majority favored forms of unification-15% stated a
preference for a federal solution and 51 % said unification is best. The remaining
respondents did not have a preference, did not know, or refused to answer.
Because some of the responses are not mutually exclusive, there are some
problems of overlap. For example, unification does not necessarily exclude a
federal solution. Therefore, many responses have been dealt with by creating
dichotomous variables coded with a "1" for each response and a "O" for all other
responses. There are three different dichotomous variables signifying preference
for division with one denoting those who prefer a status quo solution, one denoting
those who prefer a two state solution and one denoting a preference for either a
status quo or two state solution. Likewise, there are three different dichotomous
variables indicating preference for unification with one denoting preference for a
federal solution, one for unification, and one for federation or unification.
It is arguable that the responses could be seen as part of a scale from status
quo to full unification. Therefore, a scale was used in which status quo responses
were codes as "l," two state solution "2," federation "3," and unification "4." The
higher scores indicate a higher level of desire for full unification of the island. One
scale was used in which there were four classifications, as mentioned above.
Another version of the scale was used in which the first two options were merged as
one, leaving a three point classification, assuming that there is commonality in the
first two possible preferences, division of the island.
Independent Variables
I Refugee Status
The refugees are denoted with a dummy variable with "l" representing
refugees and "O" representing non-refugees, according to their self-description.
About 39 percent of the respondents to the survey were refugees. We expect that
refugees will be more in favor of unification and a federal solution and opposed to
continuation of the status quo or a two state solution, as it is in unification, even
under a federal structure, that they are most likely to receive their lands back.
II. Age
Age is measured in years, according to respondents self-reporting. The
mean age of respondents to the survey was 44. We expect the young to favor
division and the older to favor reunification of some sort.
III. Socioeconomic Status
Socioeconomic status is classified on a scale of from A to E, with A being
the highest tier of the spectrum and D and E the lower tier. Interviewers classified
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respondents into the categories of A or B, C 1, C2, or D or E. Lower numbers
express higher socioeconomic status. Eleven percent of respondents were classified
as A-B and 18 percent were classified as C 1. About 48 percent were classified as
C2 and twenty-three percent were listed as D-E. We expect that the higher levels of
socioeconomic status will show a preference for division.
JV. Education
Highest education level achieved is based on self-description and coded as
"l" for those with a primary education, "2" for a secondary education and "3" for a
tertiary education. Twenty-four percent of respondents reported having a college or
university education while 59 percent reported a secondary education and seventeen
a primary education. We expect that those with less education will favor
unification.
V. Optimism of Coexistence
To measure degree of optmusm regarding the ability of the two
communities to coexist, respondents were asked a list of activities that indicated
interactions between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots. One of the activities
was living together in neighborhoods. Respondents were asked to indicate how
long it would take for the two groups to successfully and peacefully live together.
Possible responses were "never," "ten years or less," "five years of less," "three
years or less," and "one year or less." The responses reflect an optimism regarding
the ability of the two peoples to peacefully coexist. Higher numbers indicate
greater optimism. About one quarter of respondents indicated that they felt that
Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots could live together peacefully and
successfully in neighborhoods in one year or less. The most pessimistic response
"never" was expressed by about twelve percent of respondents. We expect that the
more optimistic respondents will favor unification and a federal solution while the
more pessimistic respondents favor some form of division.
Statistical Tests and Findings
To analyze the data we ran a standard logistical regression with the
dichotomous dependent variables and the five independent variables and OLS
regressions on the two scales of unification. Logistic regression, a form of
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) procedure, was necessary to properly
analyze the data when the dependent variables were dichotomous. There were 988
respondents in the sample for the MLE tests, once incomplete responses had been
eliminated because of responses of "don't know" to the question of how long it
would take for Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots to live together as neighbors.
Only 938 cases remained for the OLS regression on the scale of unification
preferred, as responses of "don't know" and other responses that did not fit into the
pre-coded categories for the continuous dependent variable were removed.
The MLE models for dichotomous variables denoting preference for
division seems to work well at first glance, as the output in Table One shows. The
model is statistically significant with the three different variables denoting
preference for division, with a Chi-square that is significant at less than the .01
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significance level in each case. However, only one of the constants is significant,
the one for the grouping of those who felt that the status quo or two a two state
solution were the preferred solutions. The R-squared statistics are fairly low, with
the exception of the one grouping of the two solutions (status quo and two states).
This indicates that the model in which the two types of solution had been grouped
together (preference for the status quo or preference for a two state solution) has the
strongest explanatory power, explaining over ten percent of the variation.
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Chi-square

-.073
{.7202
-.056***
{.0002
.264*
{.0862
-.407***
(.0002
-.207
{.3592
l.351
{.1 742
87.163***

Cox and Snell R Square
.084
Nagelkerke R Sguare
.155
N
988
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***<.01 (1-tail)

-.133
{.5352
-.028***
{.0002
-.215
{.1622
-.303***
{.0002
-.186
{.4262
l.122
(.2672
32.117***

-. l 16
{.4782
-.051 ***
{.0002
.033
{.7882
-.436***
{.0002
-.230
{.2042
2.859***
{.0002
125.686***

.032
.063
988

.119
.178
988

In the models in Table 1, we see that only two of the independent variables
work as hypothesized and are statistically significant consistently-age and the
measure of optimism of coexistence. Socioeconomic status is only a statistically
meaningful factor in those who support the status quo. It appears that refugee status
and education play no role in forming opinions about different forms of division on
the island as a political solution. The findings illustrate that the younger
respondents are more likely to favor solutions that require division and that those
who are more pessimistic regarding the ability to live together in neighborhoods do
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the same.
The MLE models for federation and unification seem to work well, as the
output in Table 2 shows. The model is statistically significant, with a Chi-square
that is significant at less than the .01 significance level. All the constants are
statistically significant, illustrating the strength of the models. The R-squared
statistics arc very low, with the exception of the one grouping of the two solutions
that are part of unification. As with the model for division of the island, the model
with the two types of solution had been grouped together has the strongest
explanatory power, explaining about ten percent of the variation of the dependent
variable.
Table 2. Preferred Solutions: Federation/Unification
Logistic Regressions
(Significance Level)

Federal
Solution

Unification

Federal Solution
or Unification

B Coefficients

B Coefficients

B Coefficients

Variable
Refugee Status
Age
Socioeconomic Status
Coexistence Optimism
Education
Constant
Chi-square

.034
(.850)
.025***
(.001)
-.221
(.113)
.022
(.741 )
.104
(.612)
-2.480** *
(.007)
18.936***

Cox and Snell R Square
.019
Nagelkerke R Square
.033
988
N
*p<. 10, **p<.05, ***<.01 (I-tail)

.039
(.774)
.017***
(.001 )
.140
(.176)
.308***
(.000)
.015
(.922)
-2 .098***
(.002)
58.375***

.077
(.611 )
.038***
(.000)
.023
(.840)
.385***
(.000)
.113
(.500)
-2.368***
(.002)
125.686***

.057
.077
988

.095
.134
988

In the models in Table 2, we see that only one of the independent variables
worked as we had hypothesized and is statistically significant consistently-the one
denoting the age of the respondent. However, the measure of optimism regarding
coexistence of the communities is generally useful as an explanatory variable to
explain those who favor unification or preference for a federal solution or
unification. It appears that refugee status, education, and socioeconomic status play
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no role in forming opinions about different forms of unification of the island. In
general, older Greek Cypriots and those more optimistic about the ability of the
Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots to live together are more likely to prefer a
federal solution or unification.
When the continuous variables are used in an OLS equation, it appears that
much of the findings earlier are still true. Table 3 shows the outcome of the
regression using the same explanatory variables with a continuous dependent
variable. The models in Table 3 have a fairly low R-squared value, meaning that
the models only explain about ten percent of the variation. However, the predictors
of age and attitudes toward living together are statistically significant. It is the older
respondents who tend to prefer solutions involving some form of unification and
those who have a more optimistic attitude toward the ability of coexistence of the
ethnic groups who prefer some sort of unification.

tderal Solution
Unification

Table 3. Preferred Solutions: Continuous Variables
OLS Regression
(()!,S (:oefficients with T-ratios in J!,?!"~~tl1:~~~s)

Coefficients
4 Classifications

.077

l§ll2
.038***
(.000)
.023
(.840)
.385***
(.000)
.113
(.500)
-2.368***
(.002)
125.686***
.095
.134
988

Intercept
Refugee Status
Age
Socioeconomic Status
Coexistence Optimism
Education

R-sguared
Adjusted R-squared
N

3 Classifications

1.507***
(4.205)
.0374
(.528)
.01963***
(7.231)
-.005306
(-.097)
.203***
(7.761)
.005381
(.670)

1.011 ***
(3.626)
.0301
(.548)
.01369***
(6.483)
.002388
(.561 )
.156***
(7.678)
.005381
(.676)

.117
.112
938

.107
.102
938

*p<.10, **p<.05, ***<.01 (I-tail)
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In each of the eight regressions run, the independent variable indicating the
age of the respondent shows a systematic relationship with each of the dependent
variables showing preferences for a solution. In each case, the age of respondents
illustrates that younger Greek Cypriots prefer some form of division on the island,
whether a continuation of the status quo or the legal division of the island and do
not prefer federation nor unification. In seven of the eight regressions run, the
independent variable denoting the respondents' attitude toward interacting with
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Turkish Cypriots was successfully predictive. This illustrates that those Greek
Cypriots who have more favorable attitudes toward living with Turkish Cypriots are
more likely to favor unification or a federal solution. All the other independent
variables used in the analysis are almost complete failures in terms of explaining
Greek Cypriot preferences for a solution.
Conclusions
This systematic analysis has shown that age and attitudes towards
coexistence play an important role in determining a Greek Cypriot's perceptions of
the best solution for the Cyprus Problem. The younger Greek Cypriots show a
systematic preference for some sort of division while older ones prefer unification,
as Jakobsson-Hatay (2004, p. 5) has noted. It seems that the young Greek Cypriots,
who have grown up in partition and have never had to live side by side with Turkish
Cypriots do not see unification as desirable. This illustrates that the univariate
scanning of the data from the survey reflect something "real," even when
controlling for other factors. So it is of no surprise that 29 percent of 18-24 year
olds prefer a continuation of the status quo while only 6 percent of those over 55 do
the same.
Those who are optimistic about coexistence tend to prefer some sort of
unification while those who are more pessimistic prefer some form of division.
This would not be surprising to those who have worked within the field of conflict
resolution. Indeed, Broome (1998) indicates that attitudes toward being able to
work together are necessary in order for the two communities to move forward.
What is most interesting about the findings is that refugee status plays no
role in forming preferences for a solution. This is especially surprising because
refugees are people with direct material interests in unification and risk losing out
on material benefits if the status quo continues. It seems that the investment in
land, as Zetter (1994) argues is very important in Cypriot society is not so important
that it will sway a person's political opinion regarding the desirability of a particular
form of solution. This is especially surprising given that even the refugees, who
Hadjiyanni (2001) describes as people who continue to suffer from their losses, do
not support forms of a solution that will likely profit them directly.
A crucial finding from the study is that attitudes toward the other are a
powerful determinant of preferences. From an analyst's perspective, this brings up
some difficulties because it is often easier to look for demographic variables to
explain preferences rather than attitudes that may be the function of life
experiences. Future research should look into how optimism toward interacting
with people from the other community develops as it seems that learning about how
optimism regarding interacting with Turkish Cypriots plays a major role in forming
preferences for a political solution.
One reasonable criticism of the findings would be that the survey took place
during a very important and "political" time in Cypriot history. The fieldwork took
place less than a month after the referendum on the Annan Plan, during the same
month as entry into the EU, and a few weeks prior to the elections for the European
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Parliament. Future research should be done to determine whether responses in the
month following the referendum were the result of strongly-held preferences for a
solution or if such preferences had been radically shaped by the political rhetoric
surrounding the referendum on the Annan Plan, the country's entry into the EU, and
the elections for the parliament in Brussels.
For those interested in solving the Cyprus Problem, the study highlights the
importance of engaging the Greek Cypriot youth. If a solution is to come about, the
younger Greek Cypriots who have grown up in separation from Turkish Cypriots
will have to be shown why it is in their benefit to live in a shared state with Turkish
Cypriots. This should be a difficult feat since separation of the major ethnicities is
correlated with the economic take-off of Greek Cyprus. In addition, it will be
difficult to convince young Greek Cypriots that federation or unification really is in
their interests since they know they will have to pay for the costs of reconstruction
disproportionately and may not feel obliged to do so.
However, the findings also suggest that there is hope for unifying Cyprus.
Since Greek Cypriot attitudes toward interacting with Turkish Cypriots are a major
influence on the preferences for a solution, creating more favorable opinions will
encourage greater support for unification. There is indication that changing
attitudes is possible, generally by fostering greater contacts between individuals of
the two communities. The research has shown that there is indication that increased
contacts between individuals has fostered an increased optimism regarding the
ability of the two communities to coexist (Yildizian & Ehteshami, 2004, p. 11 ). The
diplomatic community can make a significant contribution to creating the necessary
preconditions to a solution, since diplomatic support for such activities has had
some successes (Broome 1998, p. 61-62).
This analysis has shed some light on an interesting and current topic in
Cyprus at a crucial point in time. Future research should look into finding other
attributes that help to shape a person's political view of the best possible solution to
the Cyprus Problem. Future research should also give respondents a way of
expressing variations on unification such as offering them a choice of a federal
government with a weak central government or a strong one. The future, for
Cyprus, is unwritten and filled with opportunities for many different forms of
structure to unify the country or divide the country. However, it appears that time is
an element that is not on the side of unification as the generations that have grown
up in a divided Cyprus show a preference for a continuation of division.
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INTRAGROUP SUBGROUP ATTITUDE CLUSTERING, EXTERNAL
INTERVENTION, AND INTERGROUP INTERACTION PATTERNS:
TOW ARD A DYNAMICAL MODEL OF PROTRACTED INTERGROUP
CONFLICT

Peter T. Coleman, Adam Schneider, Douglass S. Adams, Catherine James
Everett,Timothy A. Gameros, Lee R. Hammons, Cecil C. Orji, Ralph M. Waugh,
and Richard F Wicker III

Abstract

Scholars and practitioners working with protracted confUcts in polarized
communities have long recognized the complex dynamics between intragroup
disputes and intergroup relations in these settings. In fact, the multitude of/actors
interacting within and between groups in these conflicts, and their tendency to
change over time, largely contributes to their intractable natures. Unfortunately,
the ability of scholars to conduct research on such dynamic phenomena has been
largely constrained by the atomistic, linear approach of traditional research models
and methods. However, recent advances in dynamical systems theory have provided
a new set of tools for developing computer simulations that allow us to model the
dynamic patterns emerging from complex interactions of multiple variables over
time. This paper presents one such model: a dynamical model of protracted
intergroup conflict. Using data collected from Israeli and Palestinian communities
during the current Intifada, we modeled the dynamic relations between conflict
escalation and international intervention on intragroup subgroup attitude clustering
and patterns of intergroup interactions. Next steps and refinements for the model
are discussed.
Protracted ethnic conflicts have proliferated on the globe since the end of
the Cold War (Lederach 1997), particularly throughout Southeast Asia and on the
African continent, which together account for approximately 80% of the world's
ongoing interethnic disputes (International Peace Research Institute 2003). Despite
all that we have learned over the past 70 years of research on social conflict, the
seemingly intractable nature of enduring ethnic conflicts remains a mystery. While
important work has been done in identifying many of the conditions and processes
associated with protracted social conflicts (see Fisher 1991; Gurr 2000; Coleman
2003; beyondintractability.org for extensive summaries), their high degree of
complexity, equifinality, and mercurial natures have stymied most traditional, linear
approaches to modeling these phenomena.
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This article applies the concepts and methods of dynamical systems toward
the development of a model of protracted intergroup conflict. At a general level, we
are interested in exploring and modeling the impact of protracted intergroup conflict
on patterns of behavior within and between groups in conflict. However, the number
of variables involved in such conflicts is innumerable and impossible to model in
finite detail. Accordingly, our model development process began by exploring the
relationship of three interrelated dynamics that have been previously identified in
the literature as central to the sustained nature of protracted intergroup conflicts:
subgroup attitude clustering within groups ( see Kelman 1999; Starr 1999), external
intervention, and behavioral interaction patterns between groups (see Pruitt & Kim
2004). Subgroup attitude clustering within groups (intragroup) is the distribution of
persons comprising a group along a continuum of subgroups, each characterized
uniquely by the attitudes shared by subgroup members. The term external
intervention pertains to actions taken by parties not affiliated with either conflicting
group yet having an impact on the behavior of the groups. Finally, behavioral
interaction patterns between groups (intergroup) are the general quality of actions
taken by each group's "official" representation in response to internal and external
forces.
Dynamical Systems Theory

Systems' thinking is rooted in the Aristotelian view that the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts (Kozlowski & Klein 1998), and emerged somewhat
independently in the sciences of biology, Gestalt psychology, ecology, and quantum
physics during the 1920s (von Bertalanffy 1968; Capra 1996). In essence, it
contends that in order to understand a given phenomenon, we must see it as
composed of a set of interrelated underlying elements, nested within a context of
other interrelated elements. This view represented a radical paradigmatic shift in the
worldview of many scientists from the atomistic-mechanistic view of the world
championed by Descartes and Newton, toward a more holistic-organismic point-ofview (Jones & Hughes 2003).
Systems approaches to conceptualizing conflict processes have been
gaining increasing attention for conflicts at the individual level (Pruitt & Olczak
1995), in schools (Louis & Miles 1990; Raider 1995; Bodine & Crawford 1998), in
other organizations (Ury, Brett, & Goldberg 1988; Costantino & Merchant 1996),
and in or between nations (Rouhana & Kelman 1994; Pruitt & Olczak 1995;
Lederach 1997; Diamond & McDonald 1996). However, most systemic conflict
models apply only a few of the more basic concepts or principles from the original
formulation of systems theory to an enhanced understanding of conflict.
Advances in dynamical systems theory (DST: see Vallacher & Nowak
1994; Nowak & Vallacher 1998; Vallacher, Read, & Nowak 2002) over the last
decade have developed a sophisticated set of principles and methods for conducting
research on dynamic social phenomena. DST presents dynamism as a necessarily
inherent characteristic of intra- and interpersonal and group experience, and argues,
in studying human behavior, that it is essential to employ models that accommodate
this feature. DST suggests that numerous factors (i.e., elements), both internal (e.g.,
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goals, impulses) and external (e.g., outgroup interactions) to a system, act and
interact to influence an individual's or group's thoughts, feelings, and actions (i.e.,
the system) such that they are constantly subject to change. DST diverges from
traditional linear views of causation in two ways: 1) a change in the magnitude of
one element (i.e., the cause) does not necessarily result in a proportional change in
the magnitude of another element (i.e., the effect), and 2) relations among elements
of a system are not necessarily additive [elements are interactive and, therefore,
relations among variables depend on the values of other variables and cannot be
analyzed separately]. Thus, research on nonlinear dynamical systems is best serv.ed
by examining how a given system establishes patterns over time, rather than
examining a particular endpoint in the system [particularly since many systems
never reach a stable endpoint, but instead display sustained patterns of changes (i.e.,
attractors)]. Although empirical methods can be used to identify the central
parameters of dynamical models, computer simulations are the most common tool
employed by researchers of this perspective. The primary task of research from a
DST approach is to describe the connections among a system's elements and the
changes in the system's behavior that these connections promote (Vallacher, Read,
& Nowak, 2002).
Protracted intergroup conflicts are complex, dynamic phenomena which
tend to be highly destructive and traumatic (Coleman 2003). Their persistence can
be the result of a wide variety of different causes and processes, from personality
differences of the individual parties involved to geopolitical power dynamics. Often,
however, it is the complex interaction of multiple factors across different levels of
the conflict over long periods of time that brings them to an extreme state of
hopelessness and intransigence. Thus, the conceptual models and research tools we
employ to study them must accommodate their inherent dynamical complexity.
At the heart of the complexity of many intergroup conflict systems are
dynamic patterns of attitudes and behaviors that are in flux within, between, and
beyond the groups. Scholars have suggested that the intractability of many
protracted international conflicts can be traced to the "two-level" dilemma faced by
the leaders involved (Starr 1999; Putnam 1999). This is the problem of managing a
difficult domestic political landscape while simultaneously responding to an
international crisis. For example, Rushdie (2002) has suggested that the current
tensions between India and Pakistan over Kashmir can be traced partly to the
domestic difficulties the ruling parties of both countries are facing at home. In these
times, international conflict escalation can serve to distract and unify a nation
struggling within its own borders, thereby allowing the leadership to stay in power.
The importance of such intragroup dynamics is often minimized within the context
of intensely hostile intergroup exchanges. Thus, this model seeks to describe the
central connections between intragroup attitude clustering and intergroup
interactions as they pertain to protracted intergroup conflict.
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Intragroup Subgroup Attitude Clustering, External Intervention, and
Intergroup Conflict Behavioral Patterning
During the progression of protracted conflicts, individuals inhabiting the
system develop significant identifications with and commitments to the individuals
and groups that they perceive to be allied with them in the conflict (McCauley
2001 ). Conversely in these situations, disputants organize against and expend
considerable energy in opposition to the "other." New ingroups and outgroups form,
with membership delineated along the authentic but arbitrary categories relevant to
the conflict, such as nationality, ethnicity, gender, race, and religion (Kelman 1999).
In addition to these intergroup divisions, different subgroups often form within
groups, as seen with the current divisions between the Pakistani government and the
various extremist factions in Pakistan and Kashmir. Again, such subgroupings arc
often delineated along dimensions relevant to the conflict, such as differences in
preferences regarding the strategies and tactics used to engage in the conflict ( e.g.,
hawks, extremists, neutrals, and doves). Deep intragroup divisions and investments
in these subgroup identities can become a substantial factor in determining the
nature of the interaction patterns in intergroup conflicts (Starr 1999; Hicks 1999;
Kelman 1999; 2001; in press; Toscano 1998).
However, intragroup subgroupings are not static, but often shift in terms of
their relative percentages in response to, among other things, the actions and
reactions of both groups in conflict as well as those of the external community.
These shifts within groups can directly affect the level of support for and capacity to
engage in destructive or constructive interactions with the outgroup in the conflict.
In fact these relations are bi-directional: the nature of the subgroupings (attitudes,
relative size, flexibility of opinion, etc.) can impact the quality of behavioral
interactions between groups (for instance, more or less conciliatory), and
differences in intergroup behavioral interactions can affect the relative
configurations of subgroups (percentage of hawks, doves, etc.). In addition,
attempts to intervene from outside the community (by the international community,
members of a Diaspora, NGOs, etc.), further affect these patterns. These dynamics,
although critical to our sense of ongoing conflicts, are not well understood nor
adequately described by current research in this area. Thus, the main objective of
this study is to model the dynamic interplay between shifts in intragroup subgroup
clustering and intergroup behaviors under conditions of ongoing conflict and
external intervention.
Model Parameters
This paper introduces a model of protracted intergroup conflict that
accounts for various interactions between conflicting groups engaged in a protracted
conflict and among competing subgroups within each group. The model's
parameters are illustrated in figure I and outlined in Figure I.
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Figure 1: Summary of interactions included in the model

Intragroup subgroup attitude clustering
Our model examines changes over time to the population density of each
subgroup by taking into account the affect the modeled interactions have on the
attitudes that define the subgroups. We determined the set of subgroups used in the
model by analyzing opinion survey data collected from 2002 to 2003 in the Middle
East during the Intifada. The survey was commissioned by Search for Common
Ground (SFCG), the world's largest non-governmental conflict-resolution
organization. The Jerusalem Media and Communications Center (JMCC), a
Palestinian polling organization, carried out the poll of 599 Palestinians through
face-to-face interviews from November 17-21, 2002. The B.L. and Lucille Cohen
Institute for Public Opinion Research of Tel Aviv University, an Israeli polling
organization, carried out the poll of 508 Israeli Jews by telephone interviews from
November 24-26, 2002. The margin of error in the Palestinian survey is ±4% and in
the
Israeli
survey
±4.5%.
The
full
report
is
available
at
http://www.sfcg.org/Documents/Dec2002PollReport-English.pdf
Our
model
considers seven subgroups identifiable from the survey data within each of the
competing groups. Although it would be possible to define some of the subgroups
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Group2

based on actual factions within the Israeli-Palestinian context, a more universal
model is achievable if the subgroups are more idealized. As such, essential
intragroup behavior within a conflict system falls into three major opinion
categories: Hostile, Moderate, and Peaceful behavior. These categories were further
divided into seven subgroups as follows: Hostile (Hostile Activists and Hawks),
Moderate (Hawk Supporters, Neutrals, and Dove Supporters), and Peaceful (Doves
and Peace Activists). Gray boxes in figure 1 depict the categories; gray circles
depict the subgroups.
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Israeli

Palestinian
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Distribution

Response
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Attitude
strength

Degree of
engagement
Initial

Max

Hostile activist

0

0.01

0.01

-10

5

0.6

1.0

Hawk

1

0.17

0.16

-7

3

0.4

0.6

Hawk supporter

2

0.22

0.31

-4

1

0.2

0 .6

Neutral

3

0.36

0.15

0

3

0.0

0.2

Dove supporter

4

0.15

0.26

1

1

0.2

0 .6

Dove

5

0.08

0.10

5

3

0.4

0.6

Peace activist

6

0.01

0.01

3

5

0.6

1.0

Table 1: Model variables (population distributions and attitude strength are initial
values)
The subgroups occupy a continuum of attitudes, with Hostile Activists and
Peace Activists providing the end points, and Neutrals the relative mid-point for the
seven subgroups (see Table 1). Research on attitude change has demonstrated that
subgroup members typically move dramatically from one opinion category to
another rather than merely incrementally altering their point of view (Latane &
Nowak 1994; Nowak & Vallacher 2001). Hostile Activists and Peace Activists are
more committed to taking action in support of their respective ideologies than are
other subgroup members. For example, in the Israeli-Palestinian system, the Hostile
Activist subgroups would be populated by Palestinian suicide bombers on one side
and by militant Israeli settlement group members on the other, while a Peace
Activist subgroup might include Israelis or Palestinians who actively foment
desertion by military forces within their respective groups (though not necessarily
within the opposing group). Hawks and Doves refer to individuals actively involved
in supporting their respective group's objectives or in preventing the other group's
achievement of its objectives. Hawks advocate more coercive methods to achieve
their objectives while Doves of both groups advocate peaceful, cooperative methods
and would tend to be more open to compromise.
Hawk and Dove Supporters also support the general objectives of their
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hawkish or dovish subgroup neighbors, but do so more passively. Members
affiliated with these population subgroups are interested in seeing the goals of their
respective groups achieved, but are less likely to actively pursue these goals, instead
providing a range of direct and indirect support for their causes. Finally, members
of the Neutral subgroups evidence a high-level of ambivalence with regard to the
conflict, and are not interested in supporting the objectives of either hawks or doves,
and more especially, their methods for achieving those objectives. Rather, Neutral
subgroup members display behaviors that tend toward avoidance. Strong activities
would be required to increase their interest level in any particular objective.
Figure 2: Identity transitions allowed by the model

Figure 2 illustrates the identity transitions permitted by the model, whereby
members from a subgroup can alter their ideology and switch to another subgroup.
The subgroups range from Hostile Activist (0) to Peace Activist (6).
Subgroup Response Preferences
This parameter is a quantitative measure of the response advocated, or
preferred, by the members of each subgroup. These values range from negative
(hostile) numbers to positive (peaceful) numbers. Our model treats this
parameter as constant across all iterations, since each subgroup is defined
uniquely by its preferred response. Although the number of members belonging
to a particular subgroup (i.e., population distribution) may change over time, the
attitude of each subgroup remains constant as defined.
Our model incorporates a negativity-bias into our scale of response
preferences (from -10 for hostile activists to +5 for peace activists), with respect to
previous findings that hostile actions have more impact on relationships than
conciliatory gestures (see Gottman, Swanson, & Swanson 2002). For example,
Hostile Activists tend to exhibit the highest degree of negative actions and reactions
(i.e., a '-10' hostile response) to an action from the opposite group. The next
subgroup, Hawks, tend to respond at a level (-7) that may reflect their preference for
aggressive retaliatory, but not necessarily violent, responses. The Hawk Supporters'
Response Preference is yet lower (-4); this may signify their relatively strong, but
more muted, Response Preferences for aggressive action.
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Another subgroup is comprised of Neutrals who, as a subgroup, have a high
level of ambivalence regarding their Preferred Response, regardless of the actions of
the other Community. In contrast, the Doves have a relative strong tendency (+5) to
act and react with conciliatory, peace-seeking actions in an attempt to contain
violent escalatory spirals and resolve the conflict. The Dove Supporters' Response
Preferences tend to be strongly dampened (+1) relative to that of the Doves. This
Response Preference may reflect subgroup safety concerns and anxieties about
protracted conflict and hostile actions from the other group. The final peace-related
subgroup, Peace Activists, tend to exert extremist "peace-seeking" actions and
reactions that are perceived by the other subgroups as being disturbing,
inappropriate responses; indeed, some of these actions may include coercive
behaviors by this subgroup within the group itself. This subgroup is less likely to
respond as positively (+3) as a result of the extremity of the actions that are
experienced as largely unacceptable to the other subgroups, even other peacerelated subgroups.
Attitude Strength
This paper defines attitude strength as a measure of the intractability of
subgroup members regarding their prescribed Response Preference (e.g., the
strength of a Dove's belief in promoting peace and non-violence and unwillingness
to advocate another approach). Attitude Strength is important in this study because
it is necessary for determining intra-group patterns of behavior change (i.e., the
propensity with which members of a particular subgroup may react to their security
environment by aligning themselves to the Response Preference of another
subgroup). We define attitude strength to be between 1 and 5 with 5 representing
the highest degree of intractability. Evidence shows that members of extremist
groups usually are the least likely to alter their response preference (Latane &
Nowak 1997), which led us to assign the strongest attitude strength of 5 to hostile
activists and peace activists alike. We assigned an attitude strength of 3 to Hawks
and Doves and 1 to Hawk Supporters and Dove Supporters. An attitude strength of
3 was assigned to the Neutral population in both groups due to the high degree of
ambivalence and intransigence typical of this subgroup.
Degree of Engagement
This variable measures the extent to which a particular subgroup advocates,
in an observable manner, its preferred response. Namely, some subgroups
demonstrate a greater willingness than others to remain actively engaged in
promoting their ideologies. This fact is particularly important when a society's
consensus response is determined, because subgroups with high degrees of
engagement will play a larger role than other subgroups in determining their
society's official position. Because no empirical measure of this variable was found,
we were forced to determine our model settings based on observable trends and
comparative estimations. Namely, each subgroup was assigned a number based on
its estimated fractional degree of engagement on a 1.0 scale. Activists were assigned
the greatest initial degree of engagement (0.6), with Hawks and Doves being lower
(0.4), and Supporters being lower still (0.2). Neutrals, by definition, have a low
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degree of engagement (0.0).
The model allowed for variations in degree of engagement. Per our model,
the population densities of non-like-minded categories (Hostile, Moderate, or
Peaceful) within the same society affected a category's degree of engagement (i.e.,
increased recruitment into one category will compel increased engagement by
another category; see Figure l ). We label this phenomenon Intra-societal
Competition. However, constraints were placed on the maximum degree of
engagement allowed for each subgroup. Increasing degrees of engagement within a
subgroup can lead to. behavioral changes among its members, suggesting eventual
migration from that subgroup to another; thus the need for constraints to allow that
migration to occur. These constraints were estimated and included the following
values: Activists were allowed to reach full engagement (1.0), Hawks, Doves, and
Supporters were limited to 0.6, and Neutrals were permitted to approach 0.2.
International Intervention
In addition to the definitions of attitude strength and response preference,
we elected to include a modeling component to represent intervention during a
conflict by external actors. Examples of interventions include sanctions, promises of
support or aid, peace envoys, and United Nations Security Council resolutions. Such
international involvement has been highly visible in most modern conflicts. The
interventions were modeled to occur in response to sufficiently hostile acts by either
side. The threshold for this intervention was examined parametrically to determine
if overall behavior would be affected by varying international interventions.
Additionally, random occurrences of intervention were included to represent the onagain/off-again nature of international interest.
The relative weights for all of the international interventions were modeled
as a bounded yet random variable, ranging from a low positive influence to a slight
negative influence. These limits were based on literature and observations, which
suggest that international pressures on groups in conflict are usually of little impact
in reducing continued conflict, and may actually do harm in some instances. Marcus
Cox expressed this perspective at the 3rd International Security Forum (1998):
"The powers at the disposal of the international community are far less
substantial than is often assumed. The political dynamic is far too fluid and
complex to be controlled by external actors. Ethnic elites respond to
international actions, manipulating institutions for their own benefit, and
diluting or nullifying international policy goals. Attempts to control the
political process at a micro-level produce artificial and transient results."
In a historical analysis, McIntosh (1994) noted that, while international sanctions
were effective against Rhodesia in 1966 and Haiti in 1993, in the 1990s, similar
pressures were ineffective against Iraq and Libya, and the effects of sanctions
against the former Yugoslavia were inconclusive but hardly overwhelming. The
group observed that the effectiveness of international intervention in the PalestinianIsraeli conflict has been limited, accordingly constraining the statistical influence of
external actions in the research model.
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The ratio of positive influences to negative influences has been weighted at
3 to 1. This estimate was derived from analysis of international interventions over
one year of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. The Center for Cooperative Research
documented major events in the conflict for the months of March 2002 to
September 2002. During that 7-month period, there were approximately 17
interventions in which the international community directly acted towards or with
either or both groups in an attempt to deescalate the conflict. Examples include
French intercession in a building siege, UN resolutions demanding action, Iraqi
pledges to impose oil embargoes and US negotiation sessions. Of those 17
interventions, 9 resulted in positive effects for one side or another, while 3 created a
negative group response, thus resulting in the 3 to 1 weighted ratio listed above.
The same source documented acts of aggression as committed by each
group during the same 9-month period. The source suggested that Israelis
committed 5 5 such acts, while the Palestinians committed 19. The ratio of
international interventions (12) to average acts of aggression (37) was roughly 30%.
This ratio was used to model frequency of international intervention.
Methodology
The methodology used in this study was designed to show: ( l) variations in
responses between two populations after an initial violent attack, (2) the fluctuations
in population subgroup clustering as a result of these responses, and (3) variations in
intercommunal responses and subgroup clustering in reaction to external
intervention. Intragroup movements among subgroups were also permitted based
upon the levels of ingroup, outgroup, and external actor responses, and according to
a set of rules that allowed for flexible movement (see Figure 2). The programming
language used for this model was C ++. Two representative populations were
chosen to portray two hostile communities (see Table 1). Research into this area
produced a poll taken of Israeli and Palestinian attitudes toward inter- and
intragroup actions. The populations have been sorted into seven characteristic
population subgroups with an overall percentage of population assigned based upon
polling data. Each of the population subgroups have then been assigned a response
preference and attitude strength.
Inter and intra-group activities
The model calculates updated parameters one Group at a time, alternating
between the two Groups. For example, the consensus response for Israel was
calculated first based on the polling data. Then, the Palestinian reaction (i.e.,
determination of its new variable states) was calculated taking the Israeli posture
into account. Because stabilization of the model parameters was not achieved, we
ran the model for a predetermined number of iterations: 100, 1000, etc. For each
iteration, the following data were recorded for each Group: consensus response,
subgroup population densities, degrees of engagement, and international
intervention.
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Figure 3: Conensus responses and international interventions through 100
iterations.
Results
Figures 3 and 4 display the results of running the simulation through 100
iterations.
Behavioral Interaction Patterns
Figure 3 displays the behavioral interaction patterns of the two groups, with
both groups demonstrating a tit-for-tat response to the hostile or peaceful gestures
made by the opposing Society. Israeli data is labeled g0, Palestinian data is labeled
gl, and external interventions are labeled ext, short for external. The model
evidenced this pattern of oscillation, even after 1000 iterations. This cyclical pattern
is likely due to the presence of positive and negative feedback loops inherent in the
model.
External Intervention
The responses of groups to each external intervention, which were positively
correlated with the positive or negative impact of the intervention, were short-lived;
dissipating after an additional iteration or two. This lends support to the claim of
relative ineffectiveness of external interventions with regards to long-term effects
on the stabilization or positive or negative impact on two groups in conflict. In
addition, the presence of external interventions had no direct effect on subgroup
clustering.
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Figure 4: Israeli population distributions through I 00 iterations
Subgroup Attitude Clustering
Figure 4 displays the subgroup cluster transitions for the seven Israeli
subgroups (both societies behaved similarly) with the y-axis expressing the
percentage of the population within the various subgroups. The chart shows a rapid
decrease in the proportion of all subgroups except Hawks and Doves. This result
indicates a tendency in the model to favor population shifts toward the extreme
ends, although again the population vacillates between pro-hawk majorities and prodove majorities. Limitations placed on the maximum population allowed in the
Activist categories (both hostile and peaceful) prevented the buildup from occurring
in those subgroups. In fact, the Activists always reach their maximum whether it is
allowed to be 1% or, say, 50%. The oscillatory behavior of the Hawk and Dove
populations is directly linked-to the tit-for-tat consensus response seen in Figure 3.

Discussion and Conclusion
The current model and the findings from this study are preliminary. The
model was able to accurately depict ingroup polarization regarding conflict-relevant
attitudes, and displayed a tit-for-tat interaction pattern, which is common in settings
of prolonged conflict (Pruitt & Kim 2004). The relative ineffectiveness of the
external interventions in our study is supported by qualitative data on actual events
(McIntosh, 1994). And although the model has begun to depict the dynamic
interplay of three critical patterns of variables (intragroup clustering, external
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intervention, and intergroup interaction), it has yet to be developed to the degree
that it can be validated by time-series data from actual events. For example, an
examination of time series data on the Middle East conflict taken from the same
source as our initial population estimates shows a fairly stable population
distribution across all seven subgroups over four measures taken at six-month
intervals from November, 2002 to December 2003. In contrast, our model predicted
an extreme polarization of the population which vacillated from pro-hawk majority
to pro-dove majority. Future revisions to the model will address this discrepancy
between the model and actual events.
Future Directions for Research
This study sought to capture some of the essential features of intra- and
inter-group dynamical behavior by focusing on the shifting of intragroup affiliations
using a limited set of input parameters. The study used a simple action/reaction
model that attempts to capture a time-series evolution of behavior based on simple
rules that govern the response of each of the subgroups within a population. Thus,
the model offers a tool for research on intra/intergroup dynamics in conflict that can
allow us to begin to investigate the effects of key parameters on the overall patterns
observed in such systems. The methodological framework itself suggests several
directions that might be fruitful in pursuing additional research.
To begin, the model uses a population partitioned into specific proportions
of subgroups that share the same basic attitude. It may be useful to apply the model
to a range of groups with different proportions of subgroups to examine the
differences in the behavior. That is, a future study could apply a model to groups
where hawkish attitudes form a greater proportion of the group, or where pacifist
feelings are more predominant, or where the group consists of a more undecided or
even neutral proportion of individuals. It might be suspected that different initial
proportions might lead to different patterns of behavior and perhaps even different
outcomes over the long term. It would also be revealing to subdivide groups into
even finer gradations of attitude and to specify rules for the relationships among
these groups more explicitly.
It may also be useful for the model to account more completely for
additional effects that the conflict would have on each population. The rules of this
model already assume that the conflict exerts certain forces on each individual that
cause shifts in attitudes. However, it could be important to make these forces more
explicit in the calculations and to include such effects as death, disease,
environmental impacts, and economic pressures, for example. These effects might
change the dynamical behavior of the model and reveal new features of that
behavior that cannot currently be extracted from the simple sets of general
assumptions that the model currently employs.
In addition, the most remarkable feature of the findings is that the aggregate
behavior of the subgroups becomes increasingly more extreme in the subgroups'
affiliation behavior. One important question might be: how is this kind of response
moderated or even reversed? What factors could be included in the model that
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would cause individuals within each subgroup to become more moderate in their
affiliations? Specifically, how does the group' s dynamical behavior change when
the groups do not act consistently? How does the dynamical behavior change when
groups act unilaterally without regard to the aggregate response of the group or in a
manner uncorrelated to the actions of the opposing group? What happens when the
level of external involvement changes? Does the international environment
stabilize or moderate the interaction of the groups of the shifting of the subgroup
affiliations? How does the prevailing environment affect the response of each
subgroup? These and other questions remain open for exploration.
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BOARDROOM AND BEDROOM:
CONSULTING WITH ORGANIZATIONS AND FAMILY SYSTEMS

James Hibel and Neil Katz

Abstract

Neil Katz is a loyal St. Louis Cardinals fan and a career organizational consultant.
Jim Hibel is a loyal Florida Marlins fan and a career family therapist. Nova
Southeastern University brought their professional disciplines under the same roof
at the Graduate School of Humanities and Sciences and the Cardinals and Marlins
now share the same Spring Training Facility. Over the past several years, Neil and
Jim have met regularly for Cardinal and Marlins spring training games, shared
their mutual love of the game, and found ways to appreciate their different teams. In
between innings, and rain delays they often talked about the passion, satisfaction,
assumptions, and challenges they both experienced in their different professional
practices. Through these conversations they became aware that though their
disciplines have traditionally been isolated from one another, there are many
interesting and potentially useful points of intersection. Thinking that these
conversations might be beneficial to professional practitioners in organizational
conflict, family therapy, and other related fields they decided to tape and edit some
of their conversations. In the edited transcript that follows, Dr. Hibel is ident[fied as
JH and Dr Katz is identified as NK.
Introduction
NK: You and I have had some preliminary conversations about what we do and
what our areas of expertise are, and I think it occurred to both of us, simultaneously,
that there seems to be a lot of parallels and maybe some important differences
between what you do as a family therapist and what I do as an organizational
consultant. I'd be interested in exploring some of these issues with you further

JH: This conversation might be particularly appropriate and fruitful since here at
Nova Southeastern, we have the Graduate School of Humanities and Social
Sciences that has a Department of Conflict Analysis and Resolution and a
Department of Family Therapy. Since I'm part of a center that has both of these
perspectives in the same school I think it's natural to be able to see these kinds of
parallels.
NK: And both of these acttv1t1es of family therapy and conflict analysis and
Resolution are housed in the same part of campus?
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JH: That's right. Same building. In fact, some of our students in both programs take
courses taught by faculty from each of the two disciplines and a few students are
combining courses from both fields of study in their graduate degree program
through a Master of Arts in Cross-disciplinary Studies.
NK: Great! I think that's very unique. You know I've been in the Conflict
Resolution field now for over 30 years. And I think you are the only school that has
any relationships at all between these two important fields. Most Conflict
Resolution programs are housed in professional schools such as Law or Business.
Even if the conflict resolution programs are housed in social science or humanities,
they have very little connection to counseling or therapy.

JH: So, therefore I think these two professions developed our own ecologies on our
own islands, yet, I wonder if there may be ideas that we've evolved separately that
could add insights to our theory and practice.
NK: Yes. I definitely think so. I'd like to hear more about how you work, I think
that definitely could enhance some of my understanding of what each of us bring to
our teaching and consulting and shed some light on some challenges in my work.
JH: And hopefully this could be useful for others too. The place, where I first
observed the overlap is when I had the opportunity to sit in on a couple of your
workshops.

NK: Well if you don't mind I can start with how I conceptualize what I do as an
organizational consultant. I think what I am, primarily, is an observer and
commentator of human behavior, particularly in organizational settings with an end
goal of making life better for those who work in that arena I'm continually
fascinated with why human beings do what they do, their motives, actions and the
effect on both the people and the organization itself. And the reason organizational
consulting is so fascinating to me is because I can then study human behavior of
many different individuals in complex organizational settings, and that makes my
work even more challenging. And, of course, what sustains my energy and
commitment is the hope and belief I am making life more pleasant for the folks who
spend a great deal of their time in organizations and assisting the organization itself
in maximizing its human capital and other resources. I'd like to hear from you how
you think about your work.
JH: I think that therapy in general is the art and science of helping people change.
Among all the different kinds of therapists, including Marriage and Family
Therapists, Psychologists, Clinical Social Workers and Mental Health Counselors,
there are lots of ways of viewing problems and lots of ways of viewing change.
Among Family Therapists there is also a wide rang of approaches to issues of
problems and change, but there is generally a common thread, Systems Theory.
Systems Theory locates problems in relationships, and changes as changes occur in
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relationships. Relationships can take place between individuals, with an individual
or between people and a problem. Change takes place when a therapist helps break
into patterns of relationships that maintain problems. What keeps me going as a
therapist, after nearly thirty years of practice, is the challenge and comfort that
comes from this position, that the problem is the problem, not the person, and that
problems always make sense in a relational context. That makes change a matter of
working with my clients and students to help them use who they are, and what they
have, to create the changes they want.
Core Influences
NK: Perhaps it might be interesting to talk a bit about some of the core principles
that underlie our work and our beliefs about personal characteristics and values that
we think are essential in doing what we do. I think there are at least two primary
influences in my work. The first comes from Chris Argyris (1990) who talks about
core principles of good consulting being:
1) the need for valid data
2) the necessity of free and informed choice
3) the importance of internal commitment to choice (s)
Of course, all of these work together in a natural flow. Good information, freedom
of choice among options based on that information, and desire and willingness to
follow-through on choices that inspire you. And that is why I think the roles I fill as
a consultant of researcher, data organizer, data deliverer and conversation
facilitator, are all very useful.
The second major influencer comes from small, little known book called
The Wisdom of Solomon at Work: Ancient Virtues for Living and Leading Today by
Charles Manz, Karen Manz, Robert Marx and Christopher Neck (2001). Though the
book introduces virtues that have withstood the test of time through biblical stories
and relates them to contemporary business practices, I was most intrigued by their
relevance to my professional consulting practice. The virtues seem to be right on
target to virtues that are immensely helpful, if not mandatory, for successful
organizational consulting. The biblical exemplars and their virtues: The Faith of
Job, The Courage of David, The Compassion of Ruth, The Integrity and Justice of
Moses, and The Wisdom of Solomon, seem to me to be wonderful guidelines to
help deal with the ethical dilemmas that I face in organizational consulting.
JH: Historically much of family therapy traces its roots back to Gregory Bateson
(1972) who explored cybernetics as an alternative science to Newtonian
descriptions of the world. He developed ideas that information comes from
difference, and that explanations based on recursiveness can be more complete than
those based on cause and effect; so we live in a world of relationship. Many
different systemic therapies have sprung from these basic cybernetic ideas,
Watzlawick, Weakland and Fisch (1974), Jay Haley (1991), Salvador Minuchin
(1974) and Murray Bowen (1985) all developed different methods of working with
families around interactions, each attempting to change sequences of interaction or
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structure and function in family systems. More recently, Steve deShazer (1985) and
White and Epston ( 1990) have developed ways of working with individuals and
multiple person groups by integrating ideas from social constructionism into
systems theory, so that the focus of therapy was on the problem rather than the
person. Much of the family therapy that we teach at NSU is based on ideas that
people have strengths and resources that can be brought forward and that people
have agency in their own lives. Therapy then becomes a collaborative and
conversational effort to make possible new endings to the stories that people have
about their lives.
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NK: Jim, another thought that occurs to me is that within the broad area of
organizational consulting I offer various kinds of interventions to my clients, among
them training, facilitation, mediation, coaching, and strategic planning. Each of
these most likely has some parallels with your work. However, let me talk about
one of my favorite interventions called "process consulting" since I think that
approach is among the most powerful and effective of my interventions and might
have the most similarity with your work.
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Process Consulting
A definition of process consulting from Edgar Schein ( 1988) is that it is a
set of activities or interventions on the part of the consultant which helps the client
perceive, understand and then act on the events which occur in their environment in
order to improve their situation as defined by the client. As you can tell by the
definition, this approach definitely keeps the client as the main focus and driver of
the intervention and places the consultant as a facilitator whose main purpose is to
enlarge the awareness of the key actors of the organization. This may be one of the
ways that process consulting and systems based therapy are most similar. Process
consulting needs to be distinguished from two other very popular types of
consulting- the doctor-patient model and the pair of hands model. As you might
suspect, the doctor-patient model treats the symptoms of organizational distress as a
kind of pathology that needs to be cured by the doctor in the guise of the consultant,
who is brought in to treat the disease of the patient/client. So the doctor is the
expert and the patient is very dependent on the expert. Another kind of consulting is
a pair of hands model, in which the consultant becomes dependent on the client.
Here, the client prescribes what they want done and the consultant helps them
achieve their outcome. This model might be seen as a "serve-me" model as
opposed to the doctor-patient model which would be of a more of a "rescue me"
model. And then the third model which I think will probably be the one, most
parallel to the systems based therapies, will be more of a process model. The
mantra might be "let's work together" and the consultant then is a sort of observer
and commentator of what is and what might be. The consultant certainly offers
feedback, and provides opportunity and safety so the clients they're working with
can self-disclose, all with the goal of increasing awareness and expanding choice. I
am wondering, is one of these approaches more characteristic of family therapy
practice or do some practitioners follow different models?
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JH: I think, Neil, that all three of those models appear in therapy. The pair of hands
model sometimes appears in situations where, as solution-focused therapists call it,
the client is more of a "visitor" or a "complainant," than a "customer," (deShazer,
1985) and they hope that the therapist will help someone else change so that their
own problems will go away. Beyond the difficulty of making something like that
happen, the therapist can, as you say, become dependent on the client for direction,
without allowing for the possibility of changing the relationship between the clients
or their problems. Another one, the doctor-patient model, is one family therapists
are well acquainted with. In family therapy it is called the medical model. Many
approaches take this model, though one of the distinguishing characteristics of
family therapy is the degree to which they question this model. In the medical
model, therapy is about looking for what causes problems, looking for what the
illness is, diagnosing the illness, and treating the illness. And those problems are
nearly always located inside the person. So, it's not a very big step from seeing the
problems as located inside the person, to seeing the person as the problem. This
model often stands in contrast to the model that systems therapists work from. Since
problems are in relationship, since it's possible to create change by changing what
people do in relationship to their problems, then it's less necessary to appeal to
deficits or illnesses. It becomes easier to work with strengths and resources. As
you said, the mantra is "let's work together", and in conversation the therapist and
client co-create different ways of responding to their current problems, their past
stories about themselves and their future relationships. This idea of expanding on
strengths and resources is something I heard you talk about in your workshops. Can
you talk some more about this "agents of opening" concept?
Agents of Opening
NK: Sure, I like to think that much of what I do as a process consultant is function
as an "agent of opening" with the expressed outcome of enlarging and enhancing
awareness. I don't know if you're familiar with Johari Window (Luft, 1966)?

JH: Yes
NK: You'll remember that the main point in the Johari Window is that learning and
development of relationships takes place by expanding the "open or public area" by
diminishing the "hidden" and "blind" area through self-disclosure and feedback. I
believe what is true about people and relationships also applies to organizations.
That is, for organizations to progress, they need to be continually in a learning
mode. They learn best when there is ongoing assessment of how they are
functioning. And for assessment to be helpful, the actors in the organization need to
share their thoughts and feelings (i.e. self-disclosure) and the members of the
organization have to be open to feedback of the data that has been presented. The
learning that results from the enlarged open area can be thought of as expanded
awareness which leads to more and better data from which to make decisions.
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Process consultants function as the "agents of opening" by creating the conditions
and assisting folks in becoming more aware of what is happening in their
environment and the effect on people and processes.
JH: I think this is similar to what virtually every kind of therapist hopes to do when
they create an environment in which individuals can share their thoughts and
feelings in a way which will be accepting and non-critical, while also making
possible expanded awareness and expanded options. As therapists we also have the
luxury of confidentiality and privileged communication by law. As systems
therapists we also tend to try to bring out particular kinds of hidden or blind areas.
For example, as a narrative therapist I spend a lot of time helping clients bring out
strengths, or success, what we call "sparkling moments" that stand in contrast to the
views they typically hold about themselves or their relationships. So it's not always
archeology of problems or weakness but also what Monk (1997) calls Archeology
of Hope. I like your description of "agents of opening" because it fits nicely for me
as a description of that effort, to be an agent who creates conditions that open up the
possibility for different stories or solutions to be told.
NK: I like that concept of "archaeology of hope" and that we are partners in a
process that can generate hope for expanded awareness and creative options to
improve relationships and situations.
JH: Exactly. When I heard you talking about that in terms of organizational
consulting, what sounded like a very important idea was the process of working
together as observer or commentator. In family therapy we talk a lot about
conversational models.
Conversational Models
NK: What's that about?
JH: The idea of a conversational model goes back to social constructionism (Burr,
1995, Gergen, 1999) which contains the idea that social realities are constructed
through language. If you have a doctor-patient or an expert model then you have a
tendency to set conversation aside. You as the expert 4etermine what the problem is
and can determine the solutions the client should use-._ In a conversational model
(Anderson, 1997, White and Epston, 1990), if we understand that social reality is
socially constructed through language then we start listening to our clients in terms
of what's their reality; how they constructed it. What are the forces that are acting
on them? What are the contexts they are embedded in, to help their reality makes
sense? They can then explain that to us. We then, in conversation can help them see
things that they might not have otherwise seen, which for me goes, back to the ideas
we both talk about regarding awareness and possibilities.
Communication Conduits
NK: All this is really fascinating. Let me talk about some of the other core elements
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of process consulting that relate to awareness and possibilities if I can.
JH: Great.
NK: Process consulting looks for alternative ways of understanding the problems or
challenges that emerge in organizational life. And, of course, the belief is that with
expanded awareness, comes heightened insight, wisdom, and healthier choices. I
think in the long term, what we're looking for is allowing the clients to develop the
ability to manage their life better in the future, and obviously that's a core piece of
therapy. Often, different perspectives are outside the client's awareness. In essence,
then the consultant also operates as a communication conduit that helps expose and
facilitate conversations that need to take place. This is a critical role and function
since the parties to the system might be in denial and have a hard time hearing and
understanding thoughts and feelings that challenges their mental models of what is
or what should be. In actuality, we serve as a substitute for the lack of awareness or
lack of openness in the system.
JH: Well, I can see where being a communication conduit would fit with being
agents of opening. As a family therapist I'm clearly looking for my clients to have
alternate ways of understanding and expanded ways of understanding, with the goal
of being able to manage their life better. That would all be totally consistent of what
we do day to day. It's about understanding, where understanding is an interactive
term, it's a conversational term. I like the idea of a therapist as a conduit to bring
forward different ideas of what has been possible and what might yet be possible.
Expressing the Unexpressable
NK: Really interesting. I'm going to bring up something else. One of things we do
that I believe is valuable is capture data with a "group as a whole" lens, meaning
that the data we select to present from our one on one interviews are themes that are
articulated by at least several, if not most, of ,he affected parties in the
organization.. In other words, the data that is presented back to the interviewees is
"shared data", not idiosyncratic data articulated by just one or two persons. This is
important for several reasons, among them to ensure anonymity and to give more
validity to the data report. An interesting by product though is the data explicitly
recognizes the "elephant in the living room"-the unspoken fears, frustrations, or
hopes and desires that individuals know is there, but are afraid to bring out in the
open since they believe they might be the only one who thinks and feel that way.
Thus, when we give our report, many people are relieved the "elephants" are finally
out in the open and that that issue was shared by others. Do any of these dynamics
occur in your work?

JH: Yeah. It happens a lot. It brings to mind a couple of things. One is a technical
matter. Family therapists have to deal with decisions about whether to insist on
having the whole family or the couple present, or if individual meetings are okay.
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Without going into that in depth, there are pros and cons on both sides. There is
also the issue of confidentiality when the therapist meets with one party and not the
others, how much is the therapist allowed to share of this information. My practice,
and what I encourage in my students is to be sure, if they are going to meet with
individuals in the context of a larger family system, that they agree to
confidentiality, or privacy, without agreeing to keep secrets, which can preserve
problems in a family. Along with that is the "elephant in the living room," the
problem that people are too afraid to talk about. I often see "I'm afraid if you knew
this about me, you wouldn't love me." So usually it's going back and talking about,
what are the fears. Nothing will undo the relationship quicker than these
assumptions that the other person can't handle being intimate with you. Generally,
what happens is people find out, yes they would be loved and yes the other person
can handle it and that all by itself develops a relationship. The other piece and I
don't think that family therapy has a good term for it is maybe along with the
elephant there's an angel in the living room that goes unexpressed. This would be:
what are the hopes for this relationship? Sometimes it's helpful to talk about: are
there things at which you have been successful. Are there things about this
relationship that have been successful, that run counter to the fearful story that just
never got talked about? And sometimes bringing those things forward will remind
people of what their positives are; what the positives are about the relationship and
that can be transforming of it all by itself. I'm wondering if that's something you
see as part of being an agent of opening?
NK: I find that notion of "angels in the living room" really interesting. I haven't
emphasized individual strengths and resources enough in working one-on-one with
clients in more of an executive coaching mode. I'll keep that in mind as I continue
to work with clients, particularly when I look at their leadership styles and successes
and where they have made a positive impact on their fellow workers and their
workplace environment.
Challenges in Process Consulting
NK: Jim, this conversation has been very instructive. Would you be willing to shift
gears and share some of the challenges that each of us face in our work? Perhaps,
we might be able to help each other face some of these dilemmas. I know that
sometimes it is very hard for me to stay purely with the process consulting model. .
I think it is by far the most effective approach for organizational consultants in
many situations but I know it's easy to be seduced by these other models. Even
though clients will listen to me describe the process consultation model, at some
point in the project they often express some surprise and even disappointment that I
am resisting moving into the expert role and telling them what to do. At those
times, it is hard to stay in a facilitative role and attempt to help them find the
answers to their own questions. And, I admit, that I sometimes move into more of a
"coaching" role, as opposed to purely a facilitative role. I am more likely to do this
with the leaders of the organization, since they are so critical to the success of the
whole intervention. Do you find any of these tensions being present in your work?
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JH: Absolutely! We are all raised in the same discourse about relationships with
experts. So, when you go to an expert, you go to an expert when everything that
you've have tried has failed, and the belief is that there's somebody out there who
has special knowledge who can do that for you. And you know, there are places and
times when that's true. When my car breaks, I take it to an expert on cars; he or she
will fix it.
NK: You don't want them to engage in an open ended dialogue and then have them
help you to fix it yourself??
JH: Right! I also don't want my car repairman to ask me how I feel about it. I want
my car fixed by them as quickly as possible. In the world of therapy though, what I
find is that, yes, people come in with the idea of wanting to consult an expert who
will tell them what to do. Except that a couple of things happen. People rarely do
what they're told, and there are usually good reasons for that. Part of our work is
engaging in conversation where we can understand how it is that it makes sense to
the client that they do what they do, or choose not to do what might seem like
common sense to someone else. I think we can be seduced into giving
recommendations that make common sense. A question that I usually ask my client
is 'What did your family and friends recommend?' and what I usually find is that
family and friends already recommend all the common sense, great solutions that I
would come up with. And if those were going to work, they would have worked by
the time they get to see me. So that then frees me up into engaging conversation
with them about: "help me understand the situation you are in, help me understand
what your values are, help me understand what the meaning is of what you're
looking for, help me understand how it is that you would like to be, and what's kept
you from being that, help me understand the times where you've been successful at
being who you want to be as an individual or as a relationship". I hear that in your
work as well.
Expertise in Collaboration
NK: It's true, that much of that philosophy underlies my work. Yet, having the
patience to really act in that way is always the challenge for me. There's always
that temptation for me to be more directive and tell them some of my ideas.
JH: Yeah. I do too. The difference is and what I'm hearing you say too; is that it's
not that you're telling them what to do- you're throwing your idea too. So then
there becomes three sets of ideas; the ideas they brought with them, the ideas you
brought with you, and the ideas that come out of the conversations about those
ideas.

NK: Right. Exactly. And that's sort of my bottom line. If I give options it's one
option among several options. Hopefully, this is one option among many options.
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Because I think you and I both see ourselves as intelligent human beings, we've
studied human behavior for a number of years. So this is interesting, because in the
pure model, we wouldn't do that. But I think the model we really seem to follow,
the" reality model" for lack of a better term, serves our clients best. If we have
something that we've seen work in our own lives or in others, then it would be okay
to put that in as long as this is an option among many options.
JH: Yes. I think the language issue is important here too. Because I think it's
inherent in what you're saying. That there's a distinction between saying well here's
what I think you should do, and asking somebody "here's an idea I have, what
impact do you think it would have on you?" The expert issue is one that pops up a
lot in my field and I imagine it pops up a lot in yours. There is a misapprehension
that the therapist is an expert who should fix people like mechanic s fix cars and ...
NK: unfortunately, that is why may think they are hiring us.
JH: Absolutely. And it's a misapprehension we wrestle with all the time. At the
same time, you're right people pay good money so what are they paying money for
it you don't ...
NK: don't tell them the answers, right? So, in our minds, what are they paying for?
JH: And I think that for me what it comes down to is that we're experts in how to be
useful to organizations. We're experts in how to be useful to individuals and
consultants in finding the answers that are best for them. It is slowing things down,
asking questions that have been asked and helping them find successes that they've
had but have ignored. So we bring a tremendous amount of expertise. The other
thing you said I think it's actually the key. It's so tempting to give people answers
that it takes years and years of training of learning of how not to do that. I think
we're actually experts in not giving people answers.
NK: That's a great way to put it. I think it goes back to what you said earlier that
how many times you have seen family members, friends or doctors or consultants or
whatever give the answers and then people not following them. So it must not be
useful at some level, much of the time.

Generating Purposeful Change
NK: Jim, another challenge I sometimes face has to do with the amount and timing
of feedback, particularly to the leadership of an organization. As process
consultants, our role is to hold a mirror up to the client in ways they can understand
and take it in, and create positive energy that motivates purposeful change. The
concern I have is to not blindside the primary client with data that is so
overwhelming or so devastating that it cripples them. Then the energy will go into
denial or complete exhaustion. This is a worry because I need to work with valid
data, but I also have to keep the main actors in the system as resourceful as possible
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since they play such a key role in any changes that might occur. So it is very much
a balancing act that takes in many variables such as awareness and self-confidence
of the client, as well as issues of timing and delicacy. Does any of this concern
arise in your work?
JH: I've always liked the way you put these ideas. The goal for therapist also is to
create positive energy that motivates purposeful change. Part of the balancing act
we do as therapists involves contrasting the need for the client to know that they've
told their complete story, while directing the conversation towards change. I like
the idea of archeology as a metaphor. We could dig into the past to locate all the
reasons why the problems are there, and why they'd be difficult to change. As an
alternative, we as therapists can enter the client's past to dig up exceptions to the
problems, times of strength, times of triumph against the problem, sources of
inspiration or role models, that sort of thing. In this way we open doors for
purposeful change.
Expanding Possibilities
NK: Of course I face many more dilemmas in my work that could use your insight.
However, in the interests of time, let me close with just one more. I think both ofus
allow the client to be the main driver of the agenda or conversation. For that reason
we tend to ask opened-ended questions such as: "what would you like to see more
of? What would you like to see less of? If you were a fly on the wall, what would
you see, hear, and feel as the people in your organization go about their work in a
typical work day?" Often, when we do this, and it happened during the class I did
with your Nova Southeastern students, people tend to talk about much more what
they don't like then what they like. Of course this is not worrisome by itself and it
does make sense since they are often hurting in some way or they wouldn't be
working with us. Yet, my concern is that if we deliver a report (orally and in
written form) that is highly critical of the organization and its people, our clients
will be too overwhelmed and discouraged to really take in the data and engage in
meaningful change. This doesn't happen often, yet, when it does, it concerns me
because it deflates the hope of some others that have participated in the process.
How do you deal with this tendency toward looking at the darkness in the tunnel
instead of the possibility of light or deal with very natural, human defensiveness
when one receives critical feedback? How do you get them to think about what
they've done well in the past? Or could do in the future?

JH: I suppose neither of us spend much of our professional time talking with people
who feel that things are going well. I suspect both of us are last resorts, at least
much of the time So, it makes sense that our clients would come in equipped with
what we call "problem saturated narratives;" stories filled with mostly problems and
relatively little hope. I like your approach of starting with open ended questions so
that my clients say what they need to say. After that I suspect is where the art of
therapy or process consulting comes in. What ways do we have of conducting
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conversations that open doors, open conduits of conversation and open untold
possibilities, so that our reports can focus on hope, and what you refer to as goals
and purposeful change. What I find is that when we start engaging people in
conversation about what it is that they like, what it is that would be the dream for
this relationship, that there become many more possibilities for change. One
technique is to ask "if a miracle happened and the problem in your relationship went
away, what would be the first thing you'd notice (de Shazer 1985)?" Once people
start engaging themselves in looking at being who they want to be, of course, they
tend to do it. Now there are setbacks and there are ups and downs and there are
challenges, and it's helpful to identify what those challenges are.
NK: I bet your "miracle question" causes some people to initially look bewildered!
It's not an everyday question and must be a real stretch for some folks who are used
to looking at doomsday scenarios.
JH: It's not as natural, because it's a non-obvious question .. The obvious thing to
do is to identify what's wrong with you or with your partner and figure out what to
do to fix them. A lot of times that works, and we never see them. When it doesn't
work then the non-obvious question is "what would your relationship look like if
that problem were not there?" gives people an opportunity to focus on what it is
they really want, who they really want to be. It focuses on what's the small change
that you'd notice and one that might actually happen soon. So it refocuses people's
attention on that side of themselves that may not have been attended to.
NK: By the way, I ask a somewhat similar question in my interview process. One
example is "if you were Picasso or some other famous artist and could paint a
picture of an organization in true health, what would be in the picture? What are
some things you'd see and hear, specifically?" Or "if you were an author of a book
and could write the last chapter in any way you wanted, what would be included in
that concluding chapter?"
JH: Yeah. I like that too. I think that's great. What would a happy ending to this
story look like?
NK: I also like your idea about the small changes. Maybe, I need to ask a follow up
question to the painter or author scenario, something like "in order for this picture,
or chapter to come about, what are some actions that would need to take place?
JH: Great. What might be the first thing? And I remember hearing you talk about
that as well in terms of setting up identifiable goals and small increments towards
that goal. And I thought well, that's pretty important.
NK: Well, this conversation has really been valuable to me. There arc so many
more topics we could discuss. I know that in my consulting work, in my various
roles of negotiator, mediator, facilitator, process consultant, and executive coach I
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have been influenced by my knowledge of counseling and therapeutic models and
techniques. And I know you have resonated with some of the basic principles in
different conflict resolution approaches that we can explore in more depth such as
the distinction between positions and interests, brainstorming, objective criteria, and
BATNA. We can certainly learn more from one another, while acknowledging
some of the very important distinctions between therapy and organizational
consulting. Let's talk again sometime soon, and, for now say good bye and thanks!
JH: Yes, hopefully one day we'll be able to explore the connections between some
of the ideas you just mentioned. Maybe at the next baseball Spring Training game!
Thanks to you.
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Honggang Yang
The field of peace and conflict studies has grown remarkably around the
globe over the past few decades. In this new millennium, there will be a greater
number of educational offerings being considered or launched in various higher
education institutions, for the community and the world are in need of such
interdisciplinary inquiries and multi-professional applications. As a long-time
academic facilitator and administrator, I would like to take this opportunity to share
with the PCS readers some of my experiences and observations in this arena, from
an administrative and financial perspective. My hope is to assist colleagues and
students in initiating more programs in peace and conflict studies across campuses.
As known, proposing a new academic program is often required to go
through a series of review steps on different levels. The proposal components
usually include an overview delineated in the institutional contexts, needs
assessment, objectives and roles of the proposed curriculum, program delivery
formats, admissions and graduation requirements, marketing analyses, student
career paths, accreditation considerations, program assessments, potential program
duplication issues, and resources needed for the program implementation. The
focus of this piece is on some administrative aspects rather than the whole
processes, as many times we see fine proposals being delayed or rejected due to
their insufficient attention to some seemingly trivial technicalities and managerial
protocols embedded in the contemporary university structures.
A good fit between the proposed program and its university's mission,
visions, and strategic plan is a necessary condition for developing a new program;
however, it may not be sufficient because many universities and colleges have
recently been challenged in coping with a variety of fiscal issues resembling those
dynamics long facing corporate and non-profit sectors. As a new curriculum
initiator, you and your colleagues may be required to address both revenue and
expense questions associated with the new program proposal (e.g., who is paying
for it?). As known, there are typically the following sources of revenue on campus:
tuitions and funds through either legislative appropriation or independent collection;
gifts and endowments via donation; grants and contracts from international, federal,
state, local, or private funding agencies; and other auxiliary service incomes.
On the other end, the expenses or costs are commonly incurred from human
resources (salaries and fringes for faculty, staff, graduate assistants, and
consultants), facility resources (classrooms, skills-building space, and experiential
learning clinics), technological resources (computers, phones, learning software,
and teaching equipment), information and library resources (holdings, books,
journals, and CDs), to the resources for program support activities (mailings, travel,
and office supplies).
The revenue calculation for a new program is correlated to the student
enrollment size, tuition rates, academic calendar, admissions cycle, and additional
sources of available income. There must be an anticipated balance between revenue
and cost. The more revenue-generating options beyond the tuition dollars, the
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merrier, as the success of the due processes will be more assured, with multiple
resources. It is always a good idea to prepare early, for example, by identifying and
applying for grants and/or cultivating potential donors.
In this connection, there are at least five working approaches or strategies
for institutional settings where there are limited resources or even a shortage of
financial means:
1.

2.

1

3.

4.

! to the student

, and additional
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Building on the existing coursework and programs within the college
by initiating an undergraduate minor or a graduate concentration in
peace and conflict studies.
There are many discipline-based
departments on campus that have pedagogical elements of peace and
conflict such as anthropology, area studies (African Studies, Asian
American Studies, Hispanic Studies), communications, economics, fine
arts, history, industrial relations, international relations, law, political
science, psychology, sociology, theater, and urban planning, to name a
few. The beauty of making such efforts is that it does not require much
seed money to get it off the ground. Some of the challenges include the
philosophical differences between disciplines, historical issues and
debates, inter-professional tensions, and methodological preferences
found in the "hosting" programs.
Offering a certificate program. Credit hours of such an offering are
lower than the full degree programs, and thus running it is supposed to
be more inexpensive and efficient. However, it can still serve as an
initial base for the new program organizers to build up the momentum,
reaching out to a critical mass on campus and in the community. A
training certificate without degree credit is another feasible idea at a
preliminary stage, and so is launching a workshop series (or developing
electives, symposiums and exhibits) related to your passions and
interests in peace and conflict studies.
Obtaining a grant for a peace and conflict research project or for a
community outreach undertaking. This is an indirect but pragmatic
approach to heightening the campus awareness of the fundability for
such programming endeavors down the road. It may give you an
effective platform to get the constituencies organized as well.
Planning for a non-traditional delivery format that overcomes the
geographic and time constraints for student recruitment. More and
more disciplines and professions have been moving into this learning
technology-mediated arena over the recent years. A hybrid model can
embrace the best of both worlds: A face-to-face learning on site that is
intensive and flexibly scheduled, and a real-time (synchronized)
learning environment on line with non-real time (asynchronized)
options. This innovative format can also avoid the sensitive problem or
perception of competing for students and taking away from the existing
programs.
Partnering with other sister colleges where peace and conflict studies
are offered. Intellectually, not one academic entity has all the experts or
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specialists in the related fields. With thoughtful partnerships, students
and educators will have access to a diverse learning world. This winwin approach (e.g., joint degree programs, dual admissions, faculty
consortiums, internship and practicum exchanges, and so forth) is
promising, and also gives an invaluable opportunity for peace
researchers and conflict resolution specialists to practice what we
preach. As far as the revenue sharing and cost-splitting dimensions are
concerned, collaborative parties may find it fair and handy to apply a
middle-ground solution to make it equitable and sustainable. Resources
are always limited as we know, but by teaming up together we can
maximize their utilization to go the distance.
It is fascinating to observe that the non-academic factors and financial
issues often bring down the pluralistic academic formations. The new program
initiators must make certain adaptations when applying the above strategies to their
specific institutional environments. My reflective account in this spring issue is not
a conclusive summary of the best practices, but rather is intended to extend an
invitation to you and your colleagues, as there are lots of wonderful stories for us to
learn and to share with each other.
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